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PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
~PURP=;..;::O'"-'-S.;;;;.E _O_F _THE_ STUDY 
The r apid grovnh in the various fie l ds of s econdary education ha s 
made it a difficult problem to keep up >tith all the changes. The junior 
high s chool f i eld, particularly, has been a constant center of consider-
able interest and progress in educational development all over the 
country. Many are the volumes that have been written about its purposes , 
curricula, and objectives. It has, as well, received a goodly share of 
attention in articles and st udies pertaining to many of the phas es in its 
development. To these data there has been added from time to time more 
or less material on the subject of promotion and graduation, a phase of 
education doubtles s as old as the institution of schools themselves. It 
is ~th this function of the junior high school tha t thi s study is 
chiefly concerned. 
The efforts of the writer to es tablish sound educational practice in 
promotion and graduation in his own school has brought to his attention 
the fact that t here seems to be considerable difference in opinion as to 
just what could be called common practice in this state in view of the 
divergent practices in the schools of many of his colleagues. There 
seems to be but little information available to satisfy ihis need. How-
ever, there is on file in the office of the Department of Secondary 
Education of the Mas sachusetts State Department of Education, a complete 
set of 1937 Bi-annual Survey Blanks whi ch have been filled out and re-
l 
• 
turned from all the junior high schools in the state. One section of 
the reports is devoted to the subject of WFromotion and Graduation.n 
With the consent of the Commissioner of Education and the Supervisor 
of Secondary Education, the writer has turned to these filed reports 
for his data • 
• 
~. '' ~- ,' 
" ·. 
• 
PREVIOUS STUDIES ON PROMOTION IN WLli.SSACHUSETTS 
The literature on the junior high school was carefully checked 
in an effort to determine what, if any, had been the nature of previous 
studies in the field of promotion and graduation, l)articularly in the 
State of Massachusetts. Such data would offer criteria for comparison 
by which one might judge common practice in thi s field for either a 
given school, or group of schools. Although the result of the search 
disclosed no studies of common practice in promotion, particular ly in 
Massachusetts, there were however, several studies in the field which 
are here reported. 
ll 
In 1927, Spaulding of Harvard published the result s of a study 
of the possibilities and limitations of "The Small Junior High School." 
Much of the data for this volume he drew from the yearly reports to the 
Massachusetts State Depar~1ent of Education in October, 1924. The 
material used was drawn from nineteen of the smaller schools in the 
State which were adjudged typical. Schools selected for this study. had 
individual enrollm.ents of 160 pupils or fewer. The data Spaulding 
presents include among other things, the fQnctions of promotion. His 
findings in this field indicate that because the s e ~1all junior high 
schools operate under such a s erious handicap of small enrollment and 
so few teachers, "it makes a complete systffill of promotion by subject 
impracticable, but special adjustments will allow a limited number of 
individual promotions .on this basis even in the very small school. 
1/Spaulding, Francis T. The Small Junior High School. Harvard 
Studies in Education, Volume IX, 1927. 197 p. 
3 
• 
• 
4 
Where promotion by subject cannot be arranged, the wide use of study 
coach work and special classes suggests other fea sible methods of 
attack on the problems. " It is interesting to discover that of all the 
provisions made for individual differences, promotion by subject had 
perhaps the lowest returns. 
Also to be included in these studies is the bulletin on the "~unior 
]J 
High School Survey" issued in 1928 by the Massachusetts State Depart-
ment of Education. In its pages are set forth the main facts with 
regard to the original development of the junior high schools of 
Massachusetts. The greater part of the report i s given to a presen-
tation of the extent and present status of the s e schools in the state . 
The methods of administra tion_, housing, the teaching force, the cur-
ricular, and extra curricular offerings receive much attention. Pro-
motion and graduation are mentioned and the f acts set f orth will be 
dealt with f urther on in the study. y 
An unpublished master' s thesis by O'Brien in 1931 reports a 
comparative study of the curricula of the three-year junior hi gh s chools 
of Massachusetts and their relation to the primary function s of the 
junior high school. O' Brien secured from all the junior high schools of 
this state their curricula and then he proceeded to di scuss t hese by 
l/"Junior High School Survey", Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bulletin 
of t he Department of Educati6n, 1928, Number 5, Whole Number 195. 
pp. 12-27. 
]/O'Brien, ~o seph Lyons "The Relationship of the Junior High School 
Curriculmn to the Primary Functions of the ~unior High School." Un-
published Master's Thesis, Bo s ton University School of Education, 1930. 
66 p. 
• 
• 
5 
individual subjects. His findings reveal that the periods of time 
devoted in various school systems to a given subject of instruction 
and to the subdivisions of that subject were impressively different 
and that wide variations of time characteri ze the whole curriculum. 
The reports offer no conclusion but leave one with the feeling that 
the curriculum practices in the junior high s chools of Massachusetts 
show wide divergence and little uniformity of common practice whether 
based on comparison with one another or on the primary functions as 
set forth by the accepted authorities in the junior high school field. 
Two studies, although not directly related to this thesis, are in 
the smae field and so are worthy of being mentioned here. 
11 
Cronin in 1931 ~Titing on the "Problem of Acceleration and 
Promotion in Beverly, Massachusetts~, discussed the flexible system 
of promotion in grades two to six, the purpose of which wa s to provide 
for individual differences. In chronological order this paper traces 
the various promotional plans which have aided in adjusting the school 
to the child. y 
A similar study was made by Hall in 1934 when writing on 
"Promotional Problems in the Public Schools Wi th Special Reference to 
1/Cronin, James Anthony. "The Problems of Acceleration and Promotion 
in Beverly, Massachusetts. " Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1931. 83 p. 
5:/Hall, Freeman, Jr. "Promotional Problems in the Public Schools With 
Special Reference to the Schools in Attleboro, Massachusetts. " Un-
publi shed Master's thesis, Bo ston University School of Education, 1934 • 
98 p. 
• 
• 
the Schools of Attleboro, Massachusetts." Hall's paper which wa s re-
Iriedi s.l i n nature, attempted to show the value of certain devices u s ed 
in a particular school. Ei s purpose wa s to show how these devices 
might be supplemented with other practical remedial measures to 
accelerate the progress of pupils vJ-ho seemed to be suffering from 
unnecessary retardation or maladjustment. 
In 1936, in "An Evolution of Certain .Anticipated Accompli shments, y 
in the Public Junior High School of Massachusetts", by Trumbull, 
a questionnaire was sent to the superintendent, principal, and a few 
teachers of some thirty-nine cities and t wenty-eight to~Nn s having a 
population of over five thousand inhabitants. The purpose was to get 
the personal reaction of these educators throughout Massachusetts as 
to the relative success or failure of the following three accompli sh-
ments: 
1. Does t he junior high school provide suitable educational 
environment for adoles cent children1 
2. Is adequate provision made for individual differences in 
the junior hi gh school? 
3. Is the transition gradual from elementary school into 
senior high? 
Two types of questions were u s ed. One type was s ent to places which 
had a three-year junior high ~ichool and the other type wa s sent to 
systems which had some other forms of organi zation for t hese grades. 
On t he jm1ior high school blank the answer to ques tion number four: 
1/Trumbull, Mary E. "An Evolution of Certa in Anticipated Accompli sh-
ments in the Public Junior High Schools of Massachusett s ." Unpubli sh-
ed Master 's thesis, New York Universi ty School of Education , 19 36. 
85 p. 
6 
• 
• 
"'Is promotion by subject?" was a s follows : seventy-one school s or 
forty-nine percent did not promote by subject; s ixty-s even or forty-
six percent did promote by subject and seven replied, "somewhat." 
It was recorded t hat the "Noes" of the superintendents and teachers 
were greater that the "Yeses" while just the opposite was true of the 
principals' returns. 
Briefly summarized, the study concludes wi th t he answer to 
question number one d~cidedly in the affirmative, to number two the 
answer was t he same but a little less determined, and to the ques tion 
numbered three, the answer was still 1tyes" but wi th still more res er-
vations • 
'1 . 
• 
• 
HISTORY OF THE SURVEY REPORT 
As these reports are essent~ally a supervi sory device of the 
Depart ment of Secondary Education of the Mas sachusetts Department of 
Education, an attempt was made to determine when , why, and by whom 
they were originated. The pre sent admini stration could shed little 
light on the search. The reports had been inherited vdth the office 
and their use was taken for granted as ~n admini strative supervisory 
device of considerable value. Their functions were chiefly to check 
or indicate present practice ru1d to serve a s s ource material for de-
par tmental reports._ 
A search through the old files of the annual~~eports of the Com- -
ini s sion·e-r ;-_ oi'. t he ]~assabhuse.tts Department of Education" revealed some-
what more information. In the 8ls t Annual Report for 1916-1917, Mr. 
-ll 
Cl~rence K. Kingsley, then supervisor of high schools, had entered a 
. "Repo+t on Junior .High'Schools. " It was reported that the High School 
Mas ters Club of Massachus etts at its annual meeting in 1915, appointed 
-!;he following committee of five High School principal_s to report on 
Jtinior, Eigh Schools: 
Frank P. Mors e of Revere 
Geo. W. I.ow of Swampscott 
Ernest L. Collins of Q,uincy 
Chester L. Curti s of Winchester 
John W. Wood Jr. of Cambridge 
1/8lst. Annual Report of the Board of Education, Cormnonwealth of 
Massachusetts. ,January 1918, Public Document No. 2, Part I, pp. 71-74. 
8 
• 
.. • 
• 
9 
This comn1i ttee made a thorough study of the Junior High School 
movement and presented an interesting and COIDprehensi Ve re110rt at the 
annual meeting of the club March 1?, 191?. The complete report was 
]} 
published in booklet form. 
What had been done was to send a quest-ionnaire to all pl ac es in 
Mas sachu sett s of 5000 popula tion and to about 400 pl aces in other states. 
From the 250 replies received, the following summary was made by the 
conrrnittee: 
none hundred and forty places report that t hey have one or 
more Junior High Schools. The dates of organization range from 
1895-191?. It ~~11 be observed that a great majority of the 
places reporting have started the Junior High Schools during the 
last four years. (1914-191?) The distribution of grades show 
much vari ation. Sixty-two pl ac es have the 6-2-4 plan; forty-
nine places the 6-3-3 plan; and thirteen pl a ces , the 6-6 plan. 
1\:mong the other t wenty-two places reporting, s eventeen different 
arrangements are found. 
Seventy-seven places have the Junior High School in separate 
buildings and eighty-nine pl aces have s eparate principals. In 
sixty places the promoti ons are annual, ru1d i n eighty- s ix places 
s end -annual. 
Departmental teaching is found in one hundred forty-five out 
of one hundred forty-seven that made replies. 
Graduation at the end of Junior Hi gh School i s reported in 
forty-five pl aces , ,while ninety-five have no graduation. In 
sixty-five places the teachers of Senior Hi gh School exerci s e 
supervi sory functions. Seventy places do not have such super-
vision, while ninety-five places answer "in })art". Sup ervi s ed 
s tudy i s found in one hundred eighty places. Sixteen pl a ces 
report having no such study in part, and nineteen answer "no 
superV-i s ed study". 
As a result of the study, the commit tee forr~ulated the following de-
finition a s containing the essential elements of the junior high s chool. 
"A JLmior High School means a grouping of grades VII and 
17Report on the Committee of the Junior fligh Schools. Boston, D. C. Hea th 
and Company, 1918. 43 p. 
• 
• 
VIII, or VII, VIII, and IX, to form a new educational unit 
in which uhere shall be s ome considerable change i n the 
traditional content of the su'Qjects and methods of in-
structions, departmental teaching, and promotion by sub..: 
ject and prevocational work. " 
Among the main arguments submitt ed by the committee in favor of 
the Jllirior High School, number four was "Promotion by subject rather 
than by age." This, the committee notes, ·"appears to be an almost 
uniform u sage and calls for no discussion.~ 
The report ended with a suggested curriculum for the junior high 
schools and an able par agraph dealing ~th the problem of differenti-
ation. Chester B. St acey, then of the State Normal School at Bridge-
water, set forth standards for junior high schools. ~nile these were 
perhaps not then applicable to all junior high schools in the same 
manner and degree, they were at least sugges tive. 
The next reference to the junior high school does not appear 
1! 
until the 88th Annual Commissioners' Report for the year 1923-1924. 
Here the Supervisor of High Schools calls attention to the fact that: 
"One of the mo st noteworthy developments i n the field 
of public education in Massachus ett s i s the adoption of 
the Junior High School. During the past s ix year s, 
Massachusetts has appropriat ed more t han $40 ,000,000 for 
s chool buildings des igned to provide for Junior High 
School s. Reference to the annual report of the Department 
for the years 1917 and 1924 shows a r emarkable i ncrease i n 
the number of Junior High School organi zations in the 
Commonwealth duririg the past seven years." 
Thi s report also gives five reasons for the grmiiJth of the junior 
high s chool. Briefly sulllmari zed thes e were - ( l) recognizin g the · 
if88th Annual Report of the Board of Education, Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. January, 1924, Public Document No. 2, Part I, p. 16. 
10 
• 
• 
ppecial needs of the adolescent child, (2) pupils interes ted to remain 
longer in school, (3) helps bridge the gap between the 8-4 plan of 
organization by introducing departmental teaching and the advancement 
of pupils by subject, (4) gives pupils a broader outlook upon the 
world's work , and helps to di s cover their own a ptitudes, interests, 
an abilities with references to it, (5) provides a differentiated 
program of studies so as to meet the differing needs of lJUpils. 
So far no mention has been made of the ~survey Reports" but in 
]j 
the 89th Annual Report of the Department for 1924-1925 we find that 
Mr. Frank P. Morse, then Supervisor of Secondary Education (instead 
of Supervi sor of High School) reports that: 
"During the year a comprehensive survey of the ~unior 
High School situation has been made. In the present state 
of the ~unior High School there is of necessity some un-
certainty in the data collected. Nevertheless , much valu-
able and interes ting i nformation has been gathered. A 
summary of the most important features i s given below to-
gether with such comment and discussion as seems necessary. 
According to the returns there are in the state 156 ~unior 
High Schools. In view of difficulty in framing an exact 
definition of the ~unior High School it is probable that 
there are some cities aild towns which have claimed to have 
Junior High Schools which are not organized according to 
the best present conception of the standards of this 
school." 
There follows a brief summary of the answers to the survey blanks 
on the follovdng items: Preparation of Teachers, Salaries of Teachers, 
Length of School Day, Progress of Studies , Athletics, Extra Curriculum 
Activities, Other Information, Supervised Study, Librarie s , Assembly 
iJs9th Annual Report of the Board of Education, Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. January 1925, Public Document No. 2, Part I. pp. 12-14. 
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Halls, School Savings, Graduating Expenses, Accumulative Marking, etc. 
It was enlightening to note here that "Graduation exercises are held 
in 72 schools, and awarding a diploma was the practice in 75 s chool s ." 
He goes on to say that: 
"A careful examination of the information on the survey 
blank sent to the Department reveal s a very encouragi ng situ-
ation. The Junior High School 1novement has in the :past five 
years made rapid growth in the State in the number of schools 
and in the number of pupils. Still more encouraging is the 
evidence that these s chool s on the whole made much progres s 
toward .the ideals and objectives of the Junior High School 
movement. There i s a general and greatly enriched curricu-
lum of activities and some recognition of the value of 
student participation in school management. There i s a high-
er standard in qualification of teachers and the use of 
better methods of teaching for grades 7, 8, and 9. The se 
are significant indications of progress which means much for 
future education in the Commonwealth." 
The "Survey Reports" are not again mentioned in any of the Annual 
Report s for the Massachusetts Department of Education, but in 1 928 
11 
there was issued a "Junior High School Survey". Thi s report, quite 
evidently based on the results of the survey blanks, had for its 
purpose the presentati~n of the major purposes and accomplishment s of 
the junior high schools in the State . In reference to promotion, the 
report states that only some fifty-six percent of the schools promote 
by subject. This is not, according to the report, as satisfactory a 
showing a s might reasonably be expected, since promotion by subject 
is now practically universal runong the high schools of the sta te and 
there are strong reasons why the s ame procedure should be followed by 
1/Junior High School Survey, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Bulletin 
of the Department of Education, 1928, Number 5, ~lliole number 195. 
pp. 21-22. -
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1,3 
the junior high school, certainly for the grade s above the s eventh. The 
majority of the junior high schools ~. is, apparently, not making pro-
visions for fast-moving divisions but special trea tment is provided for 
retarded pupils or t hos e failing in one or more suQjects. The most 
conrrnon practice · Ls the making of separate divisions of ability with 
minimum assignments. For graduatiop. the majority of the schools aw~rda. 
diplomas for the completion of the course. The ques tion of formal gra du-
ation was raised and v.,'ith some discussion it was placed as a traditional 
thing handed down from the high school. The formal graduation and the 
awarding of a diploma were considered nonessential for the junior high 
school. At the close of the junior hi gh school the present ation of a 
certificate was not considered objectionable, provided there were no 
formal, elaborate, or expensive exercises. 
The attempt to discover the ftwhen" of the s e reports can doubtless 
be answered by the first reference to them in the 1924-1925 Report. 
There is no objective evidence as to why thes e blanks were devised. At 
bes t we can but speculate that they were worked out a s a supervisory de-
vice to facilitate uniformity and ease in compiling data on the admin-
istration of the junior high school. Who was responsible for the s e 
reports will, for the present, have to roo1ain obscure, for the Super-
visor of Secondary Education, Mr. Frank P. Morse, who first mentioned 
these Reports has recently passed away and no one of the present s taff 
can recall their origin. The form of the report and the 'items- t herein 
are essentially the same as in the earliest preserved file of these 
blanks which date back to 1927. 
• 
• 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY REPORT 
Inasmuch a s thi s study i s to be based on the data obtained from 
the Biannual Survey Reports of the Department of Secondary Education 
of the Massachusetts State Department of Education, a description of 
these reports follows: 
This survey i s in the :t,;orm of an eight page ques tionnaire which 
originates in the office of the Supervisor of Secondary Education and 
is forwarded, every t wo years, in triplicate form, to the principals 
14 
of the t~~ hundred and twenty-three junior high schools in Massachusetts. 
After these blanks are filled out, one copy is to be s igned by both the 
principal of the junior high school and the superintendent of schools 
after which it is to be returned, unfolded, to the Supervi sor of 
Secondary Education. The other two copies are for the use of the prin-
cipal and the superintendent of schools. The data as recorded, i s as of 
January first of the year being surveyed. These blanks have been in use 
in this particular form since 1928-1929. 
I n order that there be no question as to what i s desired and that 
all may answer the data called from a common view point and unders tanding, 
the blank offers a definition of what is meant by a course, a curriculum, 
the program of studies, the word "class", a credit, and membership. It 
then proceeds to unfold itself into the following parts: 
I School Sys tem 
II Promotion and Graduation 
III 
IV 
Membership 
Junior High School Schedule 
•• 
V Extra Curriculum Activities Other than Athletics 
VI Physical Education 
VII All Courses 
VIII Teaching Staff 
IX Recitation and Study 
X Pupils' Marks, Records and Reports 
XI Class es of Various Sizes 
XII Equipment of Visual Education 
XIII Miscellaneous 
Blanks and Printed Mat t er Requested 
Remarks 
Under each of these headings is lis ted a series of ques tions which 
are intended to shed educational light on the particular topic or give 
a general picture of the situation in that particular school. 
Thes e blanks upon their return to the Supervi sor of Secondary 
Education a re placed on permanent file previous to which they are given 
a nUJ].ber on the back margin which corresponds to the enrollment of the 
s chool. They are then filed under five classifications according to 
the total pupil population of the school. Thes e groupings are as 
follows: 
Group I Over "500 pupils 129 schools 
Group II 201 to 500 pupils 40 schools 
Group III 101 to 200 pupils 28 schools 
Group IV 51 to 100 pupils 18 s chools 
Group V Less than 50 pupils 8 schools 
Some of these da ta, the f acts and figure s which are a sked for more 
15 
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than any other, were tabulated and kept on file for reference in the 
supervisor's office. The balance of the data were available only 
through special search of the filed reports • 
1~ 
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PART II 
INTRODUCTION 
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF TBE 5'URVEY REPORTS 
:Admitting that there is a need for determing what is common prac-
tice in the administration of promotion and graduation in the three 
year junior high schools of Massachusetts, the next step would be to 
select from the files of t h-e 1937 "-Massachusetts · State Department of 
Education Junior High School Survey Report on Organi zation and Admin-
istration", those schools having a set-up based on the form "b". This 
is the large group of junior high school systems having six year ele-
mentary school, a junior high school, and a senior high school. This 
group of schools differs from form wa" whi ch has an elementary school 
and a six year junior-senior high school of grades seven t hrough t welve. 
The group of schools under form "b" is by far the l a r gest of the 
three as shown in Table I. 
The form "b" schools were t hen arranged in the order of their total 
membership ¥nth the schools of the larges t pupil population coming first. 
The range or distribution of membership was as in Table 2 where it ~nll 
be noted that t he largest membership was 1532 pupils, the smalles t 
membership was 21 pupils, and the median membership was 456 pupils • 
17 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION SHOWI NG Nill.tffiER AND PERCENTAGE OF M..lillSACHUSETTS 
.TUl'iiiOR HIGH SCHOOLS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE FORM OF SCHOOL ORGAN-
IZATION USED IN THE SURVEY REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMJ!l."JT OF 
E'DUCATION. 
Type of Number of Percent 
School System Schools 
Form "a" 
El e:m. & High Schools 7 3.15 
Form ""b" 
Elem.-.Tr.H.S.-Sr.H.S. 173 7?.93 
Form "c" 
Elem. & .Tr.-Sr.H.S. 38 17.12 
Unclassified 4 1.80 
Total 222 100.01) 
TABLE 2 
MEMBERSHIP RAL~GE AND MEDI AN FOR THE MASSACHUSETTS .TUI'iJIOR 
HIGH SCHOOLS CLASSIFIED UNDER THE FOP.M "b". 
Largest 
Niembership 
1532 
Median 
. Membership 
456 
Smalle st 
Membership 
21 
18 
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As previously stated, the State Department of Education has 
five groupings around which they classify and file the Survey Reports. 
These groups were based on total membership for the school. If the 
173 three-year junior high schools selected for the study were distrib-
uted on the basi s of the State Department of Education grouping the 
results would be as follows: 
Group I Over 500 pupils 79 schools 
Group II 201 to 500 pupils 55 schools 
Group III 101 to 200 pupils 21 schools 
Group IV 51 to 100 pupils 13 schools 
Group v Less than 50 pupils 5 schools 
This grouping presents such an unbal~nced distribution of the 
j unior high schools involved that it would seem best to regroup them 
for the purpose of this study in such a manner that the groups would 
be as near of a si ze as would be practical. By so doing, the tab-
ulated resul ts of the study would be broken do~m to smaller units 
especially in the upper groups of schools with large total member-
ship thereby enabling an individual to make closer comparison of the 
practice of his particular school ~~ th the common practice of hi s 
school membership group. The new grouping has therefore been worked 
out for the purpose of t his study as follows in Table 3: 
1~ 
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TJI.BLE 3 
MEMBERSHIP AND DISTRIBUTION TO BE USED IN TABULATING 
THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY REPORT QUESTIONS ON "PROMOTION AliJD 
GRADUATION. " 
Membership Number of Schools Percentage 
1532-1000 24 13.87 
999-800 23 13.29 
799-600 21 12.14 
599-300 41 23.70 
299-100 47 27.17 
100- 21 17 9.83 
Total 173 100.00 
The geographical distribution on these s chool s was plotted 
on . an outline map of t he State of Massachus etts to determin e where 
the majority of the form "b" schools were locat ed. This map , 
showed that the greater nw-nber of t he schools listed wer e found 
in t he eastern part of the state • 
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STATJITIA::ENT OF THE QUESTIONS USED IN THIS STUDY 
In the Survey Report on page two, Item II under the heading of 
"Promotion and Graduation·" there are t welve parts arranged as follows: 
l. Are graduates of elementary schools coming from other towns 
and cities admitted to the junior high school 1ti thout en-
trance examinations? 
2. What provision is made for fast-moving divisions? 
3. Vfuat provision is made for retarded pupils? 
4. If a pupil passes in some subjects and f ails in others, is 
he required to repeat subjects in which he has pass ed? 
5. If a pupi l fails in an elective subject, i s he permitted to 
substitute some other subject for it? 
6. Are pupils promoted annually or semi-annually: 
(a) In elementary schools? (b) In junior high schools? 
7. Are pupils promoted by subject? 
8. If pupils are 
or points are 
(a) 
(b) 
promoted by credits or points , how many credit s 
necessary to secure a rating as: 
Second year pupils1 
Third year pupils? 
9. How many credits are required for completion of the junior 
high school course? 
10. Do you give a certifi cate or a diploma? 
11. Do you have a graduation? 
12. Are pupils ever sent on to the senior high school who have 
not completed the junior high school course? 
(a) Under what conditions? 
The status of Promotion and Graduation in Massachusetts junior 
high schools will be revealed by a study of the answers to these 
t welve items. 
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#1. 
THE STATUS OF PROMOTION AND GRADUATION 
ARE GRADUATES OF ELNviENTARY SCHOOLS COMI NG FROM OTHER 
TOWNS AND CITIES ADMITTED TO THE J1JNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
WITHOUT E.'JTRAlWE EXP.MI NATIONS? 
The response to this question was an af'f'irmative answer by 
ninety-seven percent, or 168 of' the schools a s shown in Table 4. 
Table 4 
SHOWING FOR EACH OF THE MElllBERSHIP GROUPS T:t':;:E J\Tt.Jil,ffiER OF SCHOOLS, 
THE DISTRIBUTION At\fD PERCENTAGE OF THE AFFIRMATIVE AJ\TD NEGATIVE At'\TSWERS 
TO QUESTION l. 
Membership No. of' Yes No 
groups schools 
1532-1000 24 24 
999- 800 23 23 
799- 600 21 20 1 
599-400 29 28 1 
399- 200 37 34 3 
199 -100 22 22 
99- 21 17 17 
Total 173 168 5 
Percent 97.11 2 . 89 
In six schools pupils are admitted without entrance examinations, 
but on trial; other variations recorded, while in the af'f'irmative, 
were qualified by the f'ollowing statement: 
1. ttEntering pupils given an ability test f'or grade placement.~ 
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2. "On the basis of a certified report." 
3. "~Then they have their report of previous school achievffinent.~ 
4. "Placoo1ent tests _given to determine proper section. " 
5. "Conditionally." 
6. "On the recommendation of the school from which they come." 
?. "On the basis of report cards." 
Of the five negative answers, three were "'no" without comment or reason 
and two were qualified as follows: 
l. "No pupils enter this building •. " (Pitt sfield) 
2. "Such pupils sent to the central office if t hey enter during 
the school year." (Springfield) 
· 23 
The results show over~helmingly that graduates of elementa ry schools 
are admitted to the junior high schools without entrance examinations in 
practically all groups. A few schools qualified their answers by indi-
eating that while they did accept such pupils, some felt it best to s end 
t hem on trial. Others administered tests of ability to f acilita te proper 
grade placement, or accepted pupils solely on the recommendation or 
records of the school from which they came. The dissenting minority 
answered either in the negative without comment, or indicated that they 
received no entering pupils, or reported that the matter was handled by 
the central office for the school. 
It is safe to conclude that it is definitely a common practice in 
Massachusetts to admit graduates of elementary schools coming from other 
towns to the junior high schools wi thout entrance examinations • 
• 
• 
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#2 WHAT PROVISION IS MADE :FDR FAST MOVING DIVISIONS? 
A study of the answers given to this ques tion shows tha t t hey can 
be classified under six different headings. They are as follows: tho s e 
schools which had no such provi s ion; schools which attempted to meet 
the problem by an enrichment of the program in some form or another; 
the schools which made application of the scheme for grouping pupils in 
differently graded classes or some other form of ability grouping ; the 
schools where an attempt wa s made at individual acceleration; the s chools 
where promotion was made within the s chool year; and the s chool s not 
answering the question. 
Us i ng each of the s e a s an indic ation of pr actice the answers were 
carefully grouped and t abulated. The result s as shown in Table 5 in-
dicate t hat while no particular item may cla i m an outstanding poll on t he 
question there are definite i ndications that a ma jority of the schools 
do provide some provision for the fas t moving divisions. 
The result s have been indicated in Table 5 and in general are as 
follows: 
1. Enrichment of the school program in some form or another accounts 
for about one third of the answers. 
2. Nearly one-fourth of t he schools reporting disclaimed any pro-
vi sion for fast moving divisions. 
3. Ability grouping is used by better t han one-fifth of the schools. 
4. About one-tenth of the schools ca red for this situation with in-
dividual acceleration. 
5. Promotion within t he year was responsible for onl y a few • 
6. Approximately seven percent of the whole group of s chool s here 
t abulated did not reply to this question. 
• 
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~~ile no single item may claim outstanding treatment on this 
question, there is a definite i ndication that it is common practice 
in a majority of the schools to make some provision for the fast 
moving divisions vnth enrichment of the school program in the lead. 
Some of the significant answers are as here recorded: 
"Bright children choose language division." 
"Enrichment of course rather than l a rger assignments." 
"Remedial work, smaller classes, individual classes." 
"Opport1mi ty classes." 
"Promotion by subject." 
"Ability grouped for grade with maximum, average, and minimum 
assignments." 
"Irregular promotion." 
"Teachers adjust work to the capacity of the class." 
"Extra and more difficult work." 
"Carefully administered ability grouping.~ 
"Enricll.ment of work in addition to minimum essentials • ., 
"Through individual assigmnents." 
"Frequent double promotions." 
"More advanced ass ignments and research work." 
"Individual attention due to small classes." 
25 
-~.Al3LE .5 
SHOw~NG TrlE DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO MEMBERSHIP AND PERCN~AGE 
OF BOW THE MA..SSACHUSEI'TS JUNI OR HIGH SCHOOLS MAKE PROVI SION FOR TECEIR 
FAST MOVING DIVISIONS. 
I 
Membership' Groups 1532 999 ?99 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 1? 1?3 
None 6 7 4 4 9 6 4 40 
Enriched Program 5 8 8 14 14 8 2 59 
Ability groupi ng 9 5 5 5 9 5 1 39 
Promotion ~~thin 
the year 2 l 1 2 6 
Ind . Acceleration 1 2 3 3 2 2 4 1? 
No answer 1 1 2 1 1 6 12 
26 
% 
23.1 
;34.1 
22. 5 
3.5 
9.8 
?. 
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j3 V'l1i4.T PROVISION IS MlillE FOR RETARDED PUPILS? 
The answers recorded in the Survey Reports on what provision is 
made for retarded pupils were analyz ed to see how they could best be 
interpreted. Careful -examination shows tha t the ru1swers seemed to 
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fall within the ten following general classifica tions: none, no answer, 
special classes, minimum requirements, ability grouping, individual 
help, special programs of study and texts, coaching classes, promotion 
by subject, and attendance at summer school. On the basis of the member-
ship group previously worked out, the answers were distributed and the 
results recorded in Table 6. 
The results produce no one outstanding common practice in regard to 
retarded pupils but several of approximately the same i mportance. 
Massachusetts has a statute which r~quires cities and t owns to form 
special classes where there are more th~~ a certain number of public 
school pupils three or more years mentally retarded. Doubtless this is 
what is i ndicated by the fourteen and one-half percent of the special 
classes recorded. Leading the list of practices i ndulged in, is the 
item of individual help, shovling that it i s common to nearly seventeen 
percent of the schools and that it is a consistent item throughout all 
the schools. The distribution shows it to be common to the schools ~lith 
the maallest membership probably due to the fact that smaller gra de 
groups permit more of the teachers' time to be spent in giving i ndivi-:-
dual help • 
Ability grouping se~1s to be another common practice which the schools 
report as a provision for retarded pupils. This item is common to some 
• 
• 
·fifteen and one-half percent of the schools. 
Surprising enough some fifteen percent of the reports show that 
they make no provision for retarded pupils and t hi s is found to be 
common in schools of both large and small membership. 
The practice of providing a special progr am and text book is re-
ported to be common to fourteen and one-half percent of the schools 
particularly in the schools with the large or t he small membership . 
Items in this classification include work in the school shops, in 
vocational fields, and indivi dual special gui dance programs. 
28 
Coaching class es were accounted for in some eight percent of t he 
school s . Such answers a s adjus t ment cla s s , cadet t eachers as s i sting 
with special groups, opportunity groups , special coaching progr am and 
coaching periods, a re examples of items coming under thi s classification. 
The us e of minimum requirement s was responsible for nearly six 
percent of the answers and was found to be an answer to our question in 
all but one of the member ship gr oups. 
Promotion by subject was a device us ed mainly in school s 1~th the 
large membership. Only four percent us e t hi s provi s ion. 
Four percent of the school s reporting f a iled t o give an answer 
regarding their provi sion for r etarded pupil s . They were s chool s in 
the large ma~bership group. 
A summary of the results would indicate t hat there wa s no single 
common pr actice in the provision made for retarded pupil s in Massachu-
setts junior high s chool s , but several. Common p r actices of importance 
would however group themselves in the follo~~ng order: individual help , 
abi lity grouping, no provi s ion, sp eci al program or text s , and special 
• 
• 
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elasses. Some schools stated that they used several of the s e practices. 
A few of the significant answers are indicated a s follo-ws: 
"Ability grouping, special text books, special helping periods. n 
"Small classes ~~th minimum requirement s.n 
nRemedial reading classes." 
"Special programs of study to meet individual needs." 
"Less academic work and more hand work." 
"Special work under the gui-dance prograra." 
"Individual Aid." 
"Simplified curriculum with only minimura essentials." 
nLowest division of the seventh grade has three years for t wo years 
work." 
"Extra help and an opportunity to pursue pr actical art course." 
e 
TABLE 6 
SHOVITNG THE DISTRIBUTION BY i.llillMBERSHIP .Al.'JD PERCENTAGE OF EOW 
MASSACBUSEJ:'rS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS MAKE PROVISION FOR RETARDED PUPILS. 
Membership group ],532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 1? 173 
None 5 1 3 2 5 6 4 26 
No answer 3 1 3 7 
Special class 2 4 4 7 6 1 1 25 
Min. Required 1 1 3 3 1 1 10 
Ability group 2 6 3 2 5 7 2 27 
Indi vi d. Help 2 3 1 3 6 6 8 29 
Prom. by Subj. 2 3 1 1 7 
Coaching class 4 · 2 4 3 1 14 
Summer School 2 1 3 
Special Program 
Study and Tests 1 1 9 5 .9 25 
30 
I 
% 
15.02 
4.05 
14.15 
5.78 
15.5 
16.8 
4 .05 
8.1 
1.73 
14.45 
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f4 IF A PUPIL PASSES I N SO:&t'E SUBJECTS AND FAILS IN OTHERS, I S HE 
REQUIRED TO REPEAT SUBJECTS IN WEICH HE PASSED? 
The Survey Reports for this question were carefully examined for 
itffins common to many answers. They finally sifted down to the follow-
31 
ing: "Yes" and "Yes (but qualified)", "No~ and ftNo (but qualified) ", no 
direct answer, or not enough information given for inclusion in either 
of the above groups, schools where the answer was, .'"yes in the seventh 
and eighth grades" and "no in the ninth grade", and schools t hat did 
not reply. 
Some of the an swers given to this question were rather difficult to 
distribute and t abulate. This was due to the f act that admi n i s tra tors 
making the survey report s might submit their answer from either a pos i-
tive or nega tive point of view depending on their personal i nterpre-
t ation of the question , ·Many of the answers had to be s t udi ed t o de-
termine what was t he pr actice followed in the school. For i nstance 
the answer, "Yes, if he f ails in grade promotion" and, '"No, provided 
he does not have to repeat the year," means one and t he s ame thing 
and as such are tabulated under the ttYes , (but qualified)'!' colUJJm. 
The ftNo (but qualified)" group wa s selected from answers like t hes e -
~sually not," ~o, i s promoted usually," ru1d an swers like "Not in all 
instances, depends on subject major and minor" and "depends on se-
quential or non-sequential subject" were recorded under t he column in-
dica ted for replies classed a s having no direct answer. Only a few 
schools definitely state t hat the answer is "No, i n the s eventl;J. and 
eighth grades" and "Yes , in the ninth grade." 
A distribution of the one hundred and seventy-three schools shows 
• 
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that the answers to the ques tion are positive. It i s a common practice 
in some fifty-two percent of these Massachusetts junior high schools to 
require pupils who pass in some subjects but fail in others, to repeat 
the subjects in which they have passed as well as tho s e in which t hey 
have failed. 
It was noted from the tabulated result s shovm in Table 7 that in 
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the direct answers of "yes" and "no1' there were forty-two for "no" and 
only thirty-five for "yes", but for the qualified answers there were 
sixty-one for "yes (but qualified)" and only t wenty- t wo for "no (but 
qualified)." Totaling the two "yes" items we have a total of ninety-one 
answers or fifty-two percent. The "no" and "no but qualified" answers 
totaled sixty-four answers or some thirty-seven percent. The other three 
items had but few answers and are indi cated in the Table Z 
It was observed that the Boston school s were at some variance with 
one another. Of the eighteen schools recorded t welve answered 17no", four 
answered "yes" and two schools did not answer at all. 
On the whole, most of the schools attempted to give an answer, but 
from the replies, it was quite a pparent t hat there wa s some confusion 
among the administrators as to the manner of reporting t he practice of 
their schools. It would seem that this ques tion might either be re-
vised or eliminated from the Survey Report. A sugges ted revision mi ght 
add to the question so that it would read, "If a pupil passes in some 
subjects and fails in others and is promoted, is he required to repeat 
subjects in which he passed? " 
-TJ\J3LE ? 
SHOWI NG THE DISTRIBUTION BY MID.VIBERSHIP "'ii'JD P ERCENTAGE OF Vv'BAT IS COMMON 
PP..A.CTICE I N NI.ASSACEIJSETTS .T(]_IJIOR HIGH SCHOOLS I N Al.ITSWER TO THE QUESTION, IF 
A PU?IL PASSES IN SOME SUBJECTS AND FAILS IN OTHERS, I S HE REQUIRED TO REPEAT 
SUBJECTS I N WEICH HE PASSES? 
Mffinbership groups 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 1'7 173 
Yes 2 4 4 5 8 4 3 91 
Yes, but qualified 8 8 6 8 16 10 5 
No 10 5 4 10 6 5 2 64 
No, but qualified 3 2 6 4 3 2 2 
No- direct answer l l 3 4 9 
Grade '7-8 Grade 9 
Yes No 1 1 2 
No answer 2 2 l l l 7 
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% 
52.6 
36 . 99 
5.2 
1.16 
4.05 
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#5 IF A PUPIL FAILS I N .AN ELECTIVE SUBJECT IS HE ? REMITTED 'ill 
SUBSTITUTE .. SOME OTHER S'UBJ.ECT FOR IT? 
What. appears to be at first glance, a ques tion eas ily answered in 
• 
the affirmative or negative works out on the Survey Blanks as one which 
the administrators answered 1'1-1 th some reserva tions. 
The answers t(J the questions group t hemselves around five items 
but really only three groupings. It would seem that "Yes" and ~sually" 
would naturally line up in the affirmative and the two i terns "Non and 
"No Electives" as the negative answers. The item "No an swer" would be 
the third group. 
The results of this question present an affirmative answer, wi th 
some fifty-four precent of the schools so answering. Only six percent 
of the schools answered, WUsually". The combined affirmative answers show 
that, in case of f a ilure in an elective subject, the pupil is pennitted 
by some sixty percent of the schools to substitute some other subject 
for it. This i s a ratio of almost two to one. 
Opposed to this above practice, some s eventeen percent of Ma s sachu-
setts junior high schools answered "Non, and fifteen percent stated that 
they had no electives. Only six percent did not answer a t all. 
A check on Table 8 seems to show that the affirmative trend is 
heaviest i n the largest schools and becomes less the Slnal J er t he .school 
becomes. 
The results also indicate that as the schools decreased in member-
ship so does the lack of electives become more apparent • 
• Some of the answers while direct had. a qualifying s t atement as 
follows: 
• 
• 
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Several indicated "Yes" but with the approval of the principal 
or parents or both. 
A few indicated "Yes" but only when the change would benefit 
the pupil. 
Some allowed a substitute of another subject for a failing 
one nif not too late in the year" or "not after the first ~vo months" 
or "if the cours e or curriculUill. was changed." 
Three refus ed to make the substitution until the following 
school year. 
Two schools judged each case on its merits after due consider-
ation. 
One school would make the change provided the failure is not 
due to inertia • 
e 
TABLE '8 
SHOWING THE DI STRITUTION ACCORDI JiG TO MEMBERSHIP AND PERCF.N"TAGE OF 
BOW 1viASSACHUSErTS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS A.WSVf.ER THE QUESTION: IF A PUPIL FAILS 
IN AN ELECTIVE SUBJECT, I S l'::E PERMITTED TO SUBS'riTUTE SOME OTHER SUBJECT 
FOR IT? 
Membership Groups 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 173 
----
Yes 18 17 11 18 15 7 8 94 
Usually 2 2 4 l 1 1 11 
No 3 2 5 5 4 7 4 30 
No electives 1 4 11 7 4 27 
No answer 2 1 1 6 1 11 
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~ 
54.34 
6 . 33 
17.39 
15.61 
6.33 
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.:/16 ARE PUPILS PROMOTED ANNUALLY OR S:EMI-.ANNU.f.ILLY IN EL:EM:ENTARY 
AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS? 
As indicated in the statement of the question , t hi s investigation 
naturally divided itself into t wo parts. The first part will pertain to 
• promotion in the elementary schools, and the second part to promotion 
in the junior high schools. 
In the elementary schools the answers to the question definitely 
show that the annual promotion is common practice i n some seventy-five 
percent or 131 of the school s reporting . The semi-annual promoti on was 
used by only five schools, or less t han three percent. Out of the 1?3 
schools reporting, thirty-seven or t wenty-one percent, did not bother 
to reply. The reason for this i s not sta ted on the blanks but it is 
quite evident from Table '9 that the ones not answering were the l ar ger 
junior high s chools and in all probability not as closely associated 
with the practice of the elementary schools as perhaps some of the 
smaller junior high schools. 
In regard to t he junior high schools, Table 9 shows that it is 
common practice in Massachusetts junior high school s to promote pupils 
on ru1 annual basis. Better than ninety-three percent, or a total of 
162 schools so report. Only ten schools or some five percent, promote 
semi-annually and these 'Nere confi ned to the larger school s . It is 
worth noting that only t wo schools failed to answer this question • 
• 
-e 
TABLE S 
SHOWING TEE DISTRIBUTION BY IvrnMBERSBIP AL"'JD PERCENTAGE OF HOW PUPILS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS JUNIOR BIGH SCHOOLS ARE PROMOTED. 
Membership groups 1532 999 '799 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 2.1 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 3'7 22 1'7 173 
Annual 10 11 16 26 30 21 17 131 
Elementary Semi-annual 1 1 1 2 
Schools 
No answer 13 11 5 2 5 1 
Annual 20 21 19 . 28 35 22 ' 17 162 
Junior 
High Semi-annual 4 l 2 l 2 10 
School 
No answer l 1 
38 
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% 
75 .'7 
2.9 
21.4 
93.64 
5.78 
.58 
• 
• 
#? ARE PUPILS PROMOTED BY SUBJECT? 
The answers to this di r ect question require four classifications 
nemely: "Yes"", "Yes i n grade 9", "No"", and "No answer" • 
39 
On this question the schools seem to be somewhat divided as to 
their practi c~, ninety-seven of them, or fifty-six percent, are not 
promoting their pupils by subject. The trend, as shown in Table ! Q, 
would infer that t he smaller the membership of the school the more 
definite becomes the practice not to promote by subject and invers ely, 
the greater t he school membership becomes the larger the number of 
s ehools there are that promote by subject. Thus the figures reveal t hat 
some sixty-two school s or better than thirty-five percent are promoting 
pupils by sub ject. 
A few of t he larger junior hi gh schools , some ei ght in nmnber or 
less than five percent, qualified their answers to show that i n grade 
nine only, t hey were practicing promotion by subject . By adding this 
small group of schools that only promote their ninth grade by subject, 
to the schools which definitely state they promote by subject, we 
would then have only some forty percen t of the school so doing as com-
pared ~Qth forty-six percent of the schools which definitely do not 
promote by subject. The margin of difference though small would show 
that it is common pr~ctice in Massachusett s junior high schools not to 
promote pupils by subject but by grade as in elementary schools. 
A flew of the answers given were as follows: 
"Yes, in major subjects~ 
""Yes, dependent on the point system" 
"Yes, combined wi t h the credit system" 
• 
• 
"Yes, in the basic subjects·" 
"Yes, when the program pem.its" 
"Yes, as far as possible" 
"No, by grade" 
"No, not entirely" 
"No, must pass -ev.ery subject but onew 
"Experimenting ~~th subject promotion" 
40 
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TABLE 10 
SE01VING THE DISTRIBUTION BY MEMBERSHIP AND PERCENTAGE OF Mli...SSACEIJSEI'TS 
JUNIOR HIGH SCEOOLS PROMOTING BY SUBJECT. 
Membership Group 1532 999 ?99 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 3'7 22 17 173 
Yes 15 12 7 12 8 3 5 62 
Yes in grade 9 1 2 2 1 2 8 
No 8 8 12 16 24 19 10 97 
No answer 1 3 2 6 
41 
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% 
35.84 
4.62 
56.1 
3.5 
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#B IF EUPILS .ARE PROMOTED BY CREDITS OR POINTS, HOW" MANY POINTS 
ARE NECESSARY TO SECURE RATING AS A SECOND YEAR OR THIRD YEAR STUDEN"~ 
Apparently the use of a credit or point system for promotion is not 
• 
a common practice in Massachusetts junior high schools as evidenced by 
the reports on the Survey Blanks. 
Table 11 shows that of the 173 schools reporting 127, or better 
than seventy-three percent, had no credit or point system for promotion 
for a pupil to be rated as a second year student. Forty-six schools, or 
twenty-six percent, had a credit or point system of some sort. There 
seemed to be little uniformity of common practi ce i n the number of credits 
or points required because their range covered from four to thirty. In 
this wide range there were two fi gures which showed greater use than did 
the others. .Twelve schools, Vvi. th representation in all of the s even 
membership groups, required t wenty credits or point s and thirteen schools 
confined largely to the upper two largest membership groups required 
seven credits or points for the r ating of second year s tudents. Third 
place drops to five schools i n the middle membership groups which require 
a credit or point rating of eighteen points. The remainder of the schools 
are widely di stributed i n their credit or point requirements. 
Table 12 concerns itself with showing that,of 173 schools reporting, 
some 126, or nearly seventy-three percent, do not u s e a credit or point 
system by which pupils secure a rating as third year studentsin Massachu-
setts junior high school s . Only forty-seven, or t wenty-seven percent do 
have such a credit system. Thes e are di s tributed over a still vdder r ange 
• for a rating as a third year s tudent than t hey were for a r ating for a 
second year student. The range covers sixteen different ratings from 
• 
• 
five to forty-two credits or points. The only agreement to any degree 
is that seventeen schools, largely in the upper membership group, re-
port that they require fifteen credits or points for a rating as a 
third year student. No other item comes even close enough to warrant 
.reporting. 
It is interesting to note that it is mostly in the larger s chools 
that the credit or point r ating systems a re being used. 
From the survey blanks some of the answers have been cumulated as 
follows: 
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Two schools had no credit in the second year but required 
fifteen and eighteen points respecti v£ly for promotion in the third 
year. 
W:lith four exceptions schools requiring seven credits or points 
in the second year required fifteen points or credits in the third 
year. 
Several schools reported they had no credit or point system 
which influenced promotion but allowed not over two failures in 
major subjects. One school required that the students pass in 
three major subjects for promotion in both second and third year. 
Four schools reported that a pupil may be promoted on condition 
with a fewer number of credits or points than is necessary for full 
promotion. 
Two schools qualified their answers to indicate tha t the number 
of points or credits recorded for both second and third years were 
minimum figures. 
• 
• 
Two schools had no credit system in the second year but re-
quired fifteen and eighteen points re spectively for promotion in 
the third year • 
With four exceptions school s requiring seven credits or points 
in the second year required fifteen point s or credits in the thi rd 
year • 
e I 
TABLE H 
DISTRIBUTION BY' MEMBERSHIP .AND PERCENTAGE OF MASSACHUSETTS JUNIOR 
EIGH SCHOOLS USHTG CREDIT OR POTI:TTS AND THE NUMBER NECESSltRY TO SECURE 
RATING .M3 SECOND YE!'\R STUDENTS . 
Membership Group 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total % 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 173 
No credit basis 15 1 2 13 19 34 20 14 127 73 .4 
Credits or points 
4 l 1 2 
5 1 r 2 
7 6 6 l 13 
8 1 1 1 3 
12 1 1 2 
15 3 1 4 46 26.6 
16 1 1 
17 1 1 
18 1 1 2 1 5 
20 2 1 3 3 1 1 1 12 
30 1 1 
45 
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TABLE .l.2 
DISTRIBUTION BY lVllmiffiERSBIP AND PERCENTAGE OF JliiASSACHUSETTS JUl'iiTOR HIGH 
SCI100LS USING CREDIT OR POIN'r S .Al'JD THE NUMBER NECESSARY TO SECURE RATING .AB 
A TBIRD YEAR S'l'UDENT. 
Membership Group 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Tota l % 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No . of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 173 
No credit b asi s 14 1 2 12 19 34 20 15 126 72.8 
Credits o r Poin ts . 
5 1 1 
8 1 1 1 3 
10 1 1 
12 1 1 2 
15 6 6 2 3 17 
16 1 1 
17 1 1 
18 1 1 1 3 
20 1 1 1 1 4 47 27 . 2 
30 2 2 
32 1 1 
35 1 1 2 
36 1 1 1 3 
38 1 1 
40 1 1 2 
42 1 1 1 3 
46 
47 
#9 HOW MANY CREDITS .ARE REQUIRED FOR COMPLETION OF THE JUNIOR 
illGH COURSE? 
As in question ei ght, the answers to this question on the survey 
• 
blanks i ndicate that it is common practice in 104 out of 173 school s , or 
sixty percent, not to have a credit system. (See Table 13) The other 
forty percent or some sixty-nine schools which do have a credit or point 
system, report their number of credits required for completion of the 
junior high school cours e over a range of from four credits to ninety 
credits. This range includes some t wenty-two different point values. 
Of these twenty-two items only two ·have any particular outstanding 
agreement. Sixteen schools, largely in the upper t wo membership groups, 
report that t hey require thirty-three credits, and eleven schools, 
particularly in the middle or lower membership groups , report that they 
require sixty credits for completion of their ,junior high school cours ese 
The next largest group is compos ed of eight schools which require 
fifteen credits for completion. The rest of the schools scatter con-
siderably in their requirements. It is evident, from Table i~, that 
requiring credits for completion of the junior high school cours e is a 
device used largely in the schools ~Qth membership groups of 400 pupils 
and over. 
From the survey ble~ some of the qualifying answers are here re-
corded: 
~o credit system but a passing grade is required in most subjects" 
• 
"Minimum of thirty-three credit s , with res trictions" 
"Sixty credits, except in special cases" 
"Judged on individual records" 
• 
• 
nAbout twenty credi t s earned i n the nint.b. grade" 
"All requi red work and four elective semester bonuses" 
n20 credits to senior high school ~th certificate, 18 credi t s 
without " 
~ust pass three majors, failed subjects mus t be repea ted" 
"An average of 70 percent" 
"Each pupil completes a curriculum" 
"Completion of all required work" 
"No credit, must pa s s t wo· major subjects" 
"Four credit s for full promotion" 
"Completion of a prescribed program" 
"65 credits for a diploma. 52 credits for a certificate" 
48 
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TABLE 13 
SHOVVING DISTRIBUTION .AND PERCENTAGE OF HOW NLA.l'JY CREDITS ARE REQ,UIRED 
FOR COMPLETION OF MASSACHUSETTS JUNIOR HIGH COURSES. 
Membership Group 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 173 
No credit system 9 10 8 15 33 18 11 104 
No. of credits 
4 1 1 1 3 
8 1 1 
11 1 1 
12 1 1 
12.1. 2 1 1 2 
13 1 1 
15 1 1 1 4 1 8 
1? 1 1 2 
18 1 1 2 69 
19 1 1 2 
20 2 2 1 5 
22 1 1 2 
25 1 1 
32 1 1 
33 ? ? 1 1 16 
40 1 1 2 
45 1 1 
52 1 1 
55 1 1 2 
60 1 3 3 2 2 11 
65 1 1 1 3 
90 1 1 
--- ----
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% 
60.00 
40.00 
• 
• 
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#10 IXJ YOU GIVE A CERTIFICATE OR A DIPLOWLA? 
Out of 173 Massachusetts junior high schools answering thi s ques tion 
on the Survey Blanks seventy-eight , or forty-five p ercent, give a diploma 
as shown by the tabulated results in Table 14 . Thirteen , or better t han 
seven percent, of the schools give t heir pupils both a diploma and a 
certificate. Including thes e ~Qth the first group which give jus t a 
diploma, it becomes evident t hat some fifty-two percent of the schools 
are followi ng traditional practice. It would be safe to conclude t hat 
it is common practice in better than half of t he Massachuset t s junior 
high schools to award a diploma to pupils completing the work of the 
school. On the other hand there are some thir~-four school s , or better 
t han nineteen percent, which reward the pupil at the completion of the 
junior high school course wi th jus t a certificate. 
Combining all these fi gures would show that 125 Massachusetts junior 
high schools, or better than seventy-two percent, make some award to t heir 
pupils who sati sfactorily complete the work of their school. Thes e schools 
are no t confined to any partifular membership group but ar e wel l di s -
tributed among all the schools, both large and small. 
In forty-eight, or twenty percent of the Massachusetts junior high 
schools, the pr actice of awarding a certificate or diploma has been dis-
continued. This practice is also well di s tributed over the va rious mem-
bership groups with its greates t s trengt h in the schools with a member-
ship of from t wo to six hundred pupils . 
Some of the answers to this question are as follows: 
WNo diploma or certificate. Direct promotion to the high schooln 
ffNo, except when pupil leaves Boston" 
• 
• 
5i 
"Diploma for full promotion. Certificate for conditional promotionn 
"Certifi cate - a simple card" 
"Small certificate of promotion" 
"Diploma for graduation. A certificate for high school" 
"Only an attendance certificate is given" 
"Yes. A diploma for 65 points. A certificate for 52 point s" 
'~ot been decided yet" 
~ow called a certificate of graduation. No difference except in 
wording" 
.--~ 
Boston Universi'i'J · 
School of Education 
Library 
e I 
TABLE .14 
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION _1\l\fD PERCEN'r ACT.E OF WHETHER Y.t.ASSACHUSETTS 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS GIV~ A CERTIFI CATE OR A DIPLOIVIA • 
... 
: ].[el'lbershi:p Group ffi532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total % 
1000 800 600 ~00 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 173 
I 
-
Diploma 13 12 10 10 20 7 6 78 45 .1 
Diploma and 
Certificate 3 3 2 2 3 13 7.51 
Centificate 3 4 5 7 4 ? 4 34 19.65 
Neither 5 4 6 10 13 6 4 48 27.74 
.. ~·~ --- -
'52 . 
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/Ill 00 YOU HAVE A GRADUATION? 
To this simple question there was such a wi de range of answers that 
it made the analysis rather difficult. There i s definite need to define 
what constitutes a graduation. However, it would seem that common 
practice is minifested by the f act that out of 173 Massachusetts junior 
high schools reporting "Yes" on the Survey Blanks we fi nd that 103, or 
nearly sixty percent, do have a graduation. The di s tributions as shown 
in Table JU3 show that the practice is consistently f ollowed in all the 
schools both large and ffinall. 
To this question sixty-five of the junior high s chools, or better 
than thirty-seven percent, answered that they did not have any graduation. 
These schools were also well represented in all of the membership groups 
answering. 
Only a few schools f ailed to answer, some five in number, or less 
than three percent. 
Examples of some of the answers were as follows: 
~Yes, but informal" 
"Yes, but very simple" 
"Yes, but without parents" 
"Yes, semi-official" 
"Yes, a s the final assembly" 
"Yes, but not public" 
"Yes, but called promotion day exercise" 
"Yes, combined for the community" 
"No, class night instead" 
• 
• 
WNo, an assembly" 
ttNo, but a final get-together~ 
WNo, a program but no graduation" 
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TABLE 15 
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF MASSACHUSETTS JUNIOR BIGH 
HIGH SCBOOLS HlWING A GRJI...DUATION. 
Membership Group 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 
Yes 15 14 13 15 22 12 12 
No 9 8 8 13 13 9 5 
No .Answer 1 1 2 1 
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Total % 
173 
103 59.5 
65 37 . 6 
5 2.9 
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#;12 ARE PUPILS EVER SENT TO THE S:ENIOR HIGH SCHOOL WHO HAVE NOT 
CmllPLETED THE JUNIOR HI GH SCI-JOOL COURSE? UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS? 
For ease in answering tlus ques tion it has been divided into t wo 
• 
parts as stated • 
The 173 Massachusetts junior high schools report that some 116 of 
them, or s ixty-seven percent, do, under certain conditions , s end to the 
senior high school pupil s who have not completed the junior high school 
course. See Table 15 . This appears to be common practice and it is 
quite evident that this pr actice is well di stributed among all the 
membership groups. 
The fifty junior high schools not following thi s pr actice, also well 
di s tributed among the membership groups, constitute some thirty percent 
of the schools reporting. 
Only seven schools or four percent, did not reply. They were i n tbe 
lower half of the membership groups . 
'l'ab~ JL7, shows the conditions impos ed by t he 116 Mas sachusett s junior 
hi gh schools when they send pupils to enter the senior high s chools that 
have not completed t he junior high s chool cours e. Thes e conditions were 
analyzed for elements common to as many s chools as poss ible and li s ted 
under nine headings . They are listed in t he order of greates t frequency 
of use. 
Tvventy-five school s , or nearly fourteen percent, require that pupils 
make up their subject f ai lures . 
Tvrenty-one schools, or t welve percent send along their average pupils • 
• Sixteen schools, or nine percent, send along pupils when it s eems for 
the best interest of the pupil. 
• 
• 
5'7 
Sixteen schools, or nine percent, advance pupils in what they 
choose to call nspecial cases." 
Twelve schools, or nearly seven percent, send pupils to senior high 
school on the recommendation of the superintendent or principal of either 
the junior or senior high school. 
Ten schools, or nearly six percent, send pupils to senior high school 
on tri al. 
Eight schools, or better than four percent, send pupils to high school 
with the condition that they must make up the necessary point s they lack 
for complete promotion. 
Seven schools, or four percent, did not reply to the q_ues tion at all. 
Nine schools, or five percent, had various other reasons , mostly 
governed by local conditions, why they sent pupils to enter senior high 
school who had not completed the jm1ior high school course. 
There were a number of significant answers which are interesting: 
"Yes, for ent r ance into t rade or vocational classes" 
"Yes, i f over-age after exsmination" 
"Yes, to transfer classes" 
"Yes , by arrangement through the principal's office" 
"Yes, but without diploma" 
"Yes, sometimes to take practical arts or science" 
"Ye s , after conference between pupil aiid principal of the senior high 
school" 
"No, rarely sent becaus e tutored student s pass the examinations" 
"No, after t wo years in the grade, pupil has a utomatic promotion" 
e 
TABLE 16 
SHOWI NG DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OF HOW 1Y1ASSACBIJSEI'TS JUNIOR 
HIGH SCHOOLS REPLY TO THE Q,UESTION OF vVHEI'HER PUPILS WR'RE EVER SENT 
TO THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL WHO HAVE NOT COMPLE'I'ED THE JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL COURSE. 
Membership Groups 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 
1000 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 
Yes 13 18 19 26 23 10 7 
No 11 5 2 2 12 9 9 
No answer 1 2 3 1 
q8 
I 
Total % 
173 
116 67.0 
50 28.9 
7 4.1 
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T.ABLE 17 
SBOWI NG DISTRIBUTION .AND PERCENTAGE OF THE CONDITIONS I MJ?OSED BY MASSACHUSETTS 
JDl'UOR BIGH SCBOOLS ON PUPILS ENTERI.Ll"G SENIOR BIGH SCflOOL WID HA.VE NOT COMPLETED 
THE JUNIOR EIGH SCBOOL COURSE. 
Membership Groups 1532 999 799 599 399 199 99 Total % 
lObO 800 600 400 200 100 21 
No. of Schools 24 23 21 29 37 22 17 173 
Do not send such 
pupils 11 5 2 2 12 9 9 50 28.9 
Must make up failures 
in subje~ts 3 2 4 7 6 1 1 24 13.8? 
For over-age pupils l 3 8 6 2 2 21 12.13 
If for best i nterest 
of pupil 2 4 1 3 2 4 16 9.24 
In special cases 3 2 .2 2 5 2 16 9.24 
On recommendation of 
superintendent or 
principal 1 5 1 2 1 1 1 12 6.9 
On trial 2 2 4 2 10 5.78 
No answer 1 2 3 1 7 4.04 
Other reasons 4 2 1 2 9 5.3 
59 
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TABLE 18 
ANALYSIS OF THE ANSWERS OF 173 TIIREE YEAR .Tf.JN"IOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN 
MASSACHUSETTS TO THE QUESTION ON PROMOTION AND GRft~UATION I N THE 1937 
BIANNUAL SURVEY BL.A.NKS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE DEP.A...."t(Ttv1:ENT OF 
EDUCATION • 
QUESTION 
1. Are graduates of 
elementary schools 
coming from other tovms 
and cities admitted to 
the junior high school 
~~thout examinati ons? 
2. What provision is made 
for fast moving 
divisions? 
3. What prov1s1on is made 
for retarded pupils? 
4 . If the pupil passes in 
some subjects and fails 
in others, is he re-
quired to repeat subjects 
in which he passe s~ 
5. If a pupil fails in an 
elective subject is he 
permitted t o substitute 
some other subject for 
it? 
COMMON PRACTICE NUMBER AND PERCENT 
Yes 
No 
Enriched 
p rograms 
Ability 
grouping 
None 
Individual 
help 
Ability 
grouping 
None 
Special class 
Yes and Yes, but 
168 schools 
5 schools 
59 schools 
39 schools 
40 schools 
29 schools 
27 schools 
26 s chools 
25 s chools 
qualifi ed 91 schools 
No and No, but 
qualified 64 s chools 
Yes 94 schools 
No 30 schools 
No electives 27 schools 
97.1% 
2.9% 
34.1% 
22.5% 
23.1% 
16.~ 
15.6% 
15 % 
14.4% 
52.6% 
36.9% 
54.3% 
17.4% 
15.6% 
60 
61 
QUESTION COI\IlMON PRACTI CE NUMBER AND PERC:ENT 
6. Are pupil s promoted Annually 1 31 schools 75.7% 
annually or semi-
a1mually in elementary Semi-Annually 5 schools 2.9% 
• 
s chools? 
No answer 37 s chools 21.4% 
In junior high school1 Annually 162 s chools 93.6% 
Semi-Annually 10 schools 5.8% 
7. Are pupils promoted Yes 62 schools 35.8% 
by subject? 
No 97 schools 56.1% 
8. If pupils are promoted No credit 126 schools 72.efo 
by credits or poi nts, how basis 
many points are necessary 
to secure rating a s a 15 credits 17 s chools 9.efo 
second year student? 
As a third year student No credit 
basis 127 schools 73.4% 
7 credits 13 schools 7.5% 
20 credits 12 schools 6.9% 
9. How many credits are No credit 
required for completion system 104 schools 60. % 
of the junior high 
course? 33 credits 16 schools 9.2% 
60 credits ll schools 6.3% 
10. Do you give a Diploma 78 schools 45.1% 
certificate or a 
diploma? Certificate 34 s chools 19.6% 
Both 1 3 schools 
-7.5% 
Neither 48 schools 2? .7% 
11. Do you have a graduation? Yes 103 schools 59.5% 
• 
No 65 s chools 37.6% 
• 
• 
Q,UESTION 
12. Are pupils ever sent 
to the senior high school 
who have not completed the 
junior high school course? 
13. Under what conditions? 
COMMON PRACTICE 
Yes 
l o 
Do not send 
pupil 
Must make up 
failures 
For over-age 
pupils 
If best for 
pupil 
I n special 
cases 
62 
N1Th'IBER .AJ.'JD PERCENT 
116 schools 67. % 
50 schools 28 .9% 
50 schools 28.9% 
24 s chools 13.efc, 
21 s chool s 12.1% 
16 s chools 9.2% 
16 schools 9.2% 
• 
• 
PART III 
INTRODUCTION 
COMPARISONS WI'I'H OTI-IER STUDIES 
The preceding chapters of thi s study have attemp-ted to di scover and 
smmnari ze the practices of Massachusetts three-yeB.r junior high school s 
in t he field of promotion and graduation. Thi s chapt er 'Hill attem t to 
compare the se findi:irngs with what some of the vvri ters in thes e fields 
have to offer. y 
Koos writi ng on "The Standard Junior Hi gh School" warns of the 
danger of accepting -the "typical" as the " standard. " He feel s t hat, 
"while such a practice may have something to commend it, there are 
occas ions on which i t i s i ndefensible." Too often t he typical has not, 
for one rea son or another, accepted a better pr a ctice for one out-moded. 
It devi ate s too infrequent ly from the better offering of more conventional 
organi zation and it re stricts it self all too often by wavering between t he 
practices of the elementary school and the senior high school. I n general 
he says . -that, "while inspiriting deviations from the no rm of t radition are , 
of cours e, to be found, the bulk of junior high schools have been t oo con-
s erva tive to warrru1t using them a s a criterion of practice." y 
A study of Powers also warrant s mention here. This wTiter, r e-
porting on the "Legal Provi sions ru1d Regulations of State Departments of 
Educa tion affecting Junior Hi gh Schools" ma:kes the point t h t " s t a -te l aws 
1/Koos, Leonard V. T.he J.}llior High School. Bos ton: Ginn a.n.d Company, 1927 
pp. 484-485 • 
£/Powers , Orin Jr. "Legal Provisions and Regulations of State Department 
of Education affecting Junior High Schools. " School Review XXXIII (April, 
1925), pp. 280-291. 63 
• 
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and other methods of state regulation do not appear to affor d a sourc e 
of cons tructive criteria from which mi ght be set up a form of des irable 
practice." Among other findings, Powers reports that in some pl aces 
sta te departments of education do have the power t o make re q_ui r ement s and 
recommendations for junior hi gh school, but he generali zes, "the recog-
nition of junior high school s in the law is permi ssory r a t her t han man-
datory," and "that the laws lag behind rather than set t he s t andards for 
reorganization." He believes also that, "state department s of educat ion 
an d their chief executive officer s a r e in a position t o influence notably 
the development of the junior hi gh school." 
No at tempt is made here to set up s t andar ds for t he j unior hi gh school y 
as that has been attempted bef ore . Back in 1921, Edmonds on a s chairman 
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondar y Schools 1Hote 
on, "Some Tentative Standards for Junior Hi gh Schools with Critici sms." 
His grou:p had accept ed a defin ition and had propos ed certa in t ent a tive 
stru1dards for the junior high school. Thes e were, however, vigo r ou sly 
attacked by so many, that the coiilillittee was obli ged to rea ch t he general 
conclusion . t nat, at that t i me, " the junior high school movement wa s too 
new to make standardization durable or po s sible." They further warned 
of the nee of cautious procedures in t he adoption of s t ru1dards due to 
the grave danger of hindering the move~ment. y 
In 1937, Spaul ding, Frederick and Koo s prepared a bulletin for 
the National Survey of Secondary Education on "The Reorgani zation of 
i/ci t ed by Koo s , Leonar d V. op . ci t . p . 491. 
g/Koos, Leonar d V. cp. cit. pp. 67-68. 
• 
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Secondar y Educat ion." In thi s volume t hey set up certain practices as 
typical of junior high school organization . .As t hey say,-
"Of cours e no s i ngle school a ctually exi s ts which i s 
exactly like the s chool described but t he da t a gathered 
offers abundant evidence that one of the mo s t notable 
characteri s tic s of present j uni or hi gh s chool s i s t he 
extreme variety of their i nternal organi zation s . " 
The t yr)i cal junior high school, t hey state, has many undeveloped 
important phases of some of i ts major functions . From t hi s t hey con-
elude, "more i mpressive evidence t han thi s could · ha rdly b e found to 
&5 
support the t hesis that no mere formal adoption of a juhior high school 
pattern will produce reorgani zati on worthy of the name, " 
With this point of view i n mind, no attempt i s made to es t abl i s h 
w·hat would app ear to be standard pr~ctice. The difficulty would be i n 
arriving at such a goal due to the wide variations in practice and opi nion 
concerning junior high schools. ll consensus on a particular practice 
mi ght however be t aken as a tent a tive standard agai nst which common pr a c-
tice could be checked. 
Wi t h such use of t his material the admini strator must keep in mi nd 
that the jud@nent of a specific school practice must be based, not so 
much as what seems to be common practice, but upon what s eems t o be bes t 
i n helping his lJarticular school to attain the fundamental obj ectives 
fo r junior high school s. 
The twelve questions on promotion and graduation as smnrJJ.ari zed 
and presented by Table 18 in te~1s of common practice i n Massachusetts 
three-year junior hi gh schools are now examined i n t he light of findings 
by some of the viTiters i n t he junior hi gh s chool field. 
• 
• 
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CO:MP ARI SONS 
Q,UESTION I 
To the ques tion of whether graduates of elementary school s coming 
from other towns and cities are admitted to the j1.mior high school s ~.t'i th-
out examinations, 168 schools or ninety- seven percent said, "Yes". I n 
most of the schools the entering pupil i s acce:9ted solely on the re-
commendation or the records of the school from which he came. 
y 
In 1918 the "Report on Cardi nal Princi pl es of Secondary Education" 
specifically recommended that "the secondary schools admit, and provide 
suitable instruction for all pupils who are in any respect so mature that 
they would derive more benefit from the secondary school t han from the y 
element ary school". Briggs report s t he problem here i nvolved, is 
mainly "the dispo s ition of pupi l s who come from r ural or parochial s chool s 
·with conventional programs into the junior high schools with an enriched 
curriculum." Thes e pupils as a rule have had no training in i ndus trial 
or household arts, no foreign language, a~d only formal ~1glish , arith-
metic, history and geography. y 
Inglis s1JID.s up t he attitude of the i'.rri ters in the field very well 
by stating that: 
"Promotion from the elementary school to the junior high 
1Jcardinal Principles of Secondary Education. Bureau '.of Educ ation 
Bulletin, 1918, No.35. Washington: Government Printing Office. p.l4 
!}Bri ggs , Thomas H. The Junior High School. Bo s ton: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1920. p . 106 
yinglis, Alexander. Principles of Secondary Education. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1918. pp. 696-697 
• 
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school should be based primarily on pedagogical progress, i . e., 
the accomplis:bJnent of work of the firs t six grades. This 
should be supplemented, however, by attention to other 
measures of maturity, e.g., chronological age, and social 
age. Regardless of pedagogical achievement a pupil so 
mature that he can secure greater benefit from some phases 
of the junior high school work than from the continu~ce in 
the elementary school, ehould be promoted arbitrarily to the 
junior bigh school. " 
1/ 
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The Ninth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence reports 
the feeling of superintendents of schools on this subject. It shows 
that 324 out of 555 superintendents, or fifty-eight percent, hold that 
the elementary school gives pupils what it can for six years and then 
when the pupils are approximately twelve years of age they are promoted 
to · the junior high school. If they have shovm ability which is above 
average they may be sent at an earlier a ge . Out of this same group of 
555 superintendents, 170 or t hirty- one percent, would re q_uire pu.[Jils to 
rea ch certain minimwn standards of educational accomplishw.ent before 
they are promoted to the junior high school, even though this may in-
volve seven, eight or more years atten dance in t he el er.~ en [; ~:;: y s c:ilool and 
promotion to the junior high school at the age of thirteen,fourteen, or 
older. Sixty-one, or eleven percent, did not like either statement or 
left the question blank. y 
Spaulding and his associates have this to say on the subject: 
"The typical junior high school admits to its seventh-gra de, pupil s 
promoted from the sixth grade of the elementary school , on the 
understanding that their pupils have sati sfactorily completed 
£!"Pupil Promotion Problems, Part One." The Department of Supe:r·intendence 
Ninth Yearbook. February, 1931. p. 70 • 
_§/Spaulding, Frances T., Frederick, 0. I. end Koos, Leonard V. The Re-
organi zation of Secondary Education, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17. Monograph 
No. 5 Washington: Government Printing Office. p. 60. 
• 
• 
all their sixth grade work. In exceptional ·cases the junior 
high school grants admission to average pupil s who are re-
c~nmended by el ementa ry-school teachers as capable of pro-
fiting by junior high. school work, even ~~ though such pupils 
may not have completed t he required cours e in the el ementary 
grades. The junior high school makes no systematic use 
either of- standardized ac~ievement tests or of intelligence 
test s as a basis for admission." 
1/ 
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Seyfert pres ents a t able shovdng the bases u~ed by certa in junior 
high schools in admitting pupils. The mo st important were , (l) estimates 
of sixth-grade teachers of s tudent's ability to do the work of grade 
seven, (2) chronological age, &~d (3) completion of all work of grade 
six. 
It is significant to note that only one of the writers consulted, 
actually mention the u se of ~n entrm1ce examination for admission to the 
junior high. 
While the authorities here quoted do not directly an swer t he 
original question or provide a direct compari son , the material compiled 
does have an inf luence by pointing out that common practice i s to admit 
students on a basis of completion of or recommendation from the ele-
mentary school and what seems to be best for the i ndividual pupil, 
exami nations not-1.'1i th-standing • 
1/Seyfert, Wa r ren C. School Si ze and School Efficiency. Harvard 
Bulletins in Education, No. 19. Cambr~dge: Harvard University Press, 
1937. P• 34. 
• 
• 
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QUESTION 2 
Fast moving divisions are provided for in a variety of ways. Ability 
grouping i s used by better t han one-fifth of the schools. Only about one-
tenth of the schools cared for the situation with individual acceleration. 
Promotion within the year wa s the method used by only a few s chools . Sur-
prising was the fact that nearly one-fourth of the schools reporting dis-
claimed any provision for their f ast moving divisions. 
The answers to this que s tion make it. obvious t hat in all probabilities 
the prin cipal s reporting had very much the s ame thing in mind when they 
provided enricbment of the program and some form of ability or homogeneous 
groupi ng. This fonn of grouping i s a device cormnon to many schools as a 
method of providing for both fast moving and retarded pupil.s . 
1) 
Billett's s tudy on "Provis i ons for Individual Differen ces , Marking 
and Promotion~ found that it was coro~on practice in a large majority of 
t he juijior high schools. y 
Seyfert found the same to be true and "that the extent to which 
this procedure is used increas es steadily as s chools increase i n si ze 
from very small t o very lar ge." y 
Touton and Struthers in their njunior Hi gh School Procedure" 
present cons iderable material to sub stantiate the claim of homogen eous 
l/Billett, Roy 0. Provisions for Individual Differences, Marking , and 
Promotion. National Survey of Educa tion Bulletin , 1932, No. 17. Monograph 
No. 13. Washington Government Printing Office. p. 47. 
5/Seyfert ~ Warren C. op . cit. p.86 • 
1/Touton, Frank Charles ru1d Struthers, Alice Ball. Junior High-School 
Procedure. Bo s ton: Ginn and Company, 1926. pp . 84-87. 
• 
• 
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0 rou:ping. ]J 
The Ninth Year Book set s forth many summarized arguments both for 
and against homogeneous grouping. y 
Douglass feels that, ~if homogeneous grouping f acilitates :pro-
gress toward the goals of education, it is valuable; if it makes no more 
contribution in this respect than other methods, it has no particular 
value." He believes it is of uncertain value and "the ~roblem of 
adapting instructions to individual differences is not adequately met 
through homogeneous grouping.~ y 
Proctor and Ricciardi speaking of the enriched curriculum find 
that it i s the general consensus of opinion in the schools t hey studied, 
for principals to keep bright pupils for the full year and give .t hem more 
work and responsibility instead of accelera ting them too rapidly. "Give 
the individual pupil an opportunity to achieve more and enrich or extend 
his adventures and acquisitions in the given field," they say. Seven 
schools report the us e of the adjustment or study coach rooms and special 
classes for the provi s ion of individual instruction. 
jJ 
Touton and Struthers find for "the enrichment of the curriculum 
and proper acceleration for capable i ndividuals." 
1J"Pupil Promotion Problems, Part One."' The Department of Superintendence 
Nonth Yearbook, February, 1931. op. cit. p.l2l. 
yDouglass, Aubrey. Modern Secondary Education. Bo ston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1938. p. 651. 
YProctor, William A. and Ricciardi, Nicholas. The Junior High School. 
California: Stanford University Press, 1930. :pp . 133-134. 
1/Touton, Frank Charles and Struthers, op . cit. p.ll4. 
• 
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Heck claims, ~today we find that, theoretically at least, the idea 
of enrichment is gaining f avor . And yet, evidence i s l a cking to show 
which method of educating superi or children, t hat is, rapid adveB cerr1ent 
or enrichment, is best." 
The fact that so many school s do not make any provision for their 
fast moving divisions is contrary to most of the texts on the junior high 
school . Nearly every author provides a chapter on i ndividual differences, 
grouping, pupils for instructi on , or some similar t i tle • 
1/Heck, Arch o. " Contributions of Research to the Clas sification, pro-
motion, Marking, ru<d Certification of Pupils. " The Scientific Movement 
in Education, Thirty-Sevent~ Yearbook, Part II. National Society for 
the St11dy of Educati on, 19~8. p. 195. 
• 
• 
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Q,UESTION 3 
Retarded pupils f ared better than did the pupils of superior 
ability in regard to special attention. Twenty-six schools or fifteen 
percent, did not provide for their retarded pupils. The remaining 
schools, in the order of their popularity, report the use of such de-
vices as individual help, ability grouping, special classes, special 
texts and progrmns , of study, coaching classes , the use of minimum re-
quirements, promotions by subject, and summer schools. Very few s chools 
failed to report on this question. No common practice is indica ted here 
but a variety of practices because some schools use more than one of the 
pr actices li s ted. It seemed that the l arger the school membership the 
greater the variety of -practices used. 
The above list of devices or methods used to help retarded pupils 
is well known by school men. None of them pres ent any great deviation 
from regular accepted administrational and classroom practice and all 
will be found scattered throughout the texts on administration and 
methods .• 
In their book "The Junior High School", Proctor and Ricciardi 
say, "It is the function of the junior hi gh school principal and his 
staff to adopt that method which will bes t apply to their own situation 
thus securing the best possible results from their resources." 
In most of the texts on the junior high school more space i s de-
voted to the retarded pupils than to the bright pupils • 
i/Proctor, William A. and Ricciardi, Nicholas. op . cit. p. 1 ?5 . 
"13 
QUESTION 4 
It was common pr actice in better t han on e-half of the s chool s for 
a pupil ~)assing in some subjects and f ailing i n others to be required 
• to repeat subjects in which he has passed. Thirty- seven percent did 
not require the pupil to repeat failed subject s. Five percent gave no 
direct answer and four percent di g no t answer at all. Two schools spli t 
t heir reply t o i ndicate an affi rmative answer for t he seventh and eight h 
grades and a negative an swer for grade nine. Cons iderable confus i on wa s 
evidenc ed by administrat ors tryi ng t o er9lain just how f ar each s chool 
was "~Arilling to go ·wi. th failing pupils and the repeating of f a iled subjects . 
It was apparently common pr a ct i ce for Massachusett s admin i strators to 
qualify their answers to fit the needs of their local school systems to 
a r a t her con trovers i al question. 
The answer to t his question apparently is de pendent upon the edu-
cati onal set-up of the particular school. If t he school had annual pro-
motion and the pupils di d not pa s s the year at t hat time, he would t hen 
be required to repeat the whole year. Thi s of a necessity would require 
the pupil to repeat the subjects he had not f a iled a s well a s t he subj ec t s 
he had f ailed. If t he promotions were by s ubjects t hen a pupil r epea ting 
t he year would not be required to repeat the subjects he had not failed 
and could elect other subjects t o t ake t heir pl aces. Thi s would be par-
t ic ular ly true in t he ninth year where the pupil could be pr omoted and 
r epea t only t he fai l i ng subject s in the senior hi gh school . 
• Proctor and Riccardi l/point out that it i s comrnon pr actice f or 
iJProctor, William A. ffild Ricci ardi, Nicholas op . cit. p . 131. 
• 
• 
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schools not to req_ulre a pupil in grades seven and eight to repeat a 
subject oftener than once. However some schools require a ninth-grade 
pupil to repeat subject failures as often a s necessary while some schools 
allow a pupil to drop the subject after two attempts. They say, "it is 
realized that unnecessary repetition of subjects m3terially increase the 
cost of instruction and causes loss of interest on t he part of the re-
tarded pupil." 
• 
• 
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Q,UESTION 5 
Ninety-four schools or fifty-five percent, permitted a pupil 
failing in an elective subject to substitute some other subject for it • 
This practice was well distributed in all the schools both l a r ge and 
small. Eleven schools or s ix percent, "usually" permitted substitution. 
Thirty schools, or seventeen percent, did not allow thi s practice. 
Twenty-seven schools, or fifteen percent , had no electives. The s e were 
the smaller schools. Only eleven schoiQJ_s, or six percent, did not ansvver. 
Doubtles s most of the schools using an elective system have done so 
because of a recognition of the basic junior high school r hilo sophy of y 
provision for exploratory or t ry-out courses. y 
Davis says that following a period of exploration and review, 
"There should be a period of provisional choice of electives. 
During this period facility of cross-over between electives should 
be promoted by ever-y administrative device possible, to the end 
of guaranteeing that evidence of unfitness for a~ elective vdll 
be followed by affecting a chru1ge of electives." 
If this is so, t hen the fifty-four percent of the schools t hat permit a 
pupil failing in an elective subject to substitute some other for it, are 
no t too f ar wrong in pursuing this practice. 
1/Cardinal Principles of Secondary Educa tion. op . cit. p . 1 6 • 
YDavi s , Calvin Olin. Junior High School Education. New York: Wor ld 
Book Company, 1926. p. 106. 
• 
• 
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QUESTION 6 
Annual promotion in elementary schools seems to be cow~on practice. 
Seventy-five percent of the schools so reported. 'fi'..Jenty-one percent 
of the school s di.d not reply, doubtless due to their not being clo ely 
associated wi t h these practices. In the junior high school , common 
practice was to promote pupil s annually in ninety-three percent, or 162 
schools. 
1} 
In his study, Seyfert found that: 
"The plan by which promotion is admini s tered vii thin junior 
high schools varies somewhat with si ze-of-school. The use of 
annual or semi-annual promotions are two aspects of the 
mechanics of promotion whi ch appears to be related to s i ze 
of student body." 
He also found that, "the smallest junior high schools practically never 
make use of the semi-annual advancement but its use increases parallel 
to the increments in enrollment." y 
Billett found essentially the same thing. His findings were stated 
thus, ffyearly promotion is characteristic of small schools and promotions 
each semester are characteristic of larger school s. n y 
I n the volume on "The Reorganization of Secondary :E:ducation" the 
authors in describing "The Typical Junior High School" report that"pro-
motion in the typical junior high school is a_rmual. '' This coincides with 
the findings in regard to Massachuset·t;s junior high schools. 
£!Seyfert, Warren C. op. cf.t. p. 103 • 
5}Billett, Roy 0. op. cit. pp. 468-469. 
yspaulding, Frances T.,Frederick, Q.I. a11d Koos, Leonard V. op . cit. 
p. 60. 
• 
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This is apparently a moot question and much has been Vlrritten about ]J y y 
it. Such vrriters as Engelhardt, Judd, and Sickles, have opposed 
.Y 
semi-annual promotion s . in their v.Iri tings and French has s et forth a 
detailed compari son of the relative merits of both w..nual and semi- a11nual 
promot i on in his "Promotional Plans in the High School. " 
El 
Feingold i n writing about '~romot ional Pla11s ru1d School Efficiency" 
concludes from a study he made that: 
"It is evident that arillual promotional systems bring about 
t he follovdng: (l) progres sive improvement i n the scholarshi p 
of the individual pupil; ( 2) improvements i n the general schol ar-
ship of t he school; (3) reduces the number of subject failures; 
( 4 ) it a dV811CeS alillOSt four times a s many failing pupils as it 
s ets back and (5) it reduces the current educational expenditures 
by approximately three percent. " 
In the "37th Year Book of the National Society for t he Study of Edu-
2./ 
cation" Heck vrriting on " Contributions of Research to the classification 
of Promotion, Marking and Certification of Pupils" wri tes: 
"Ability grouping has doubtless had considerable influence 
upon certain development s relating to promotion . Thes e a re: 
(1) t he shift from annual to semi-annual or quarterly promotion 
1/Engelhardt, N.L. "Are Semi-Annual Promotions Desirable?" Journal of 
Education. Vol . III (April, 1930) p. 388. 
1/Judd, C.H. Term-Time-Annual, Semi-Annual or Quarterly. Nati onal Edu-
cation Association, Department of Superintendence, Official Report 
(Abstract) , 1932. p. 246. 
~Sickles, T.J. "Are Semi-Annual Promotion Desirabl e?" Journal of Edu-
oation. Vol. III (May, 1930), p . 472. 
i/French, Will Pr omotional Plans in the Hi gh school, p. 82 Teacher-s 
College Contributions to Educa tion, no. 587. Nevv York: Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1933 • 
~Feingol d, J.A. Pr~~otional Pla11s and School Efficiency. Educational 
Administration and Supervision. (March, 1939) p. 190 • 
.§/Heck, Arch 0. op. cit. p. 192. 
• 
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and back to annual; (2) A tendency to fail fewer pupils, ex-
tending even to 100 percent promotions; (3) promotion by sub-
ject rather tban by grade; (4) emphasis on enrichment r ather 
than by rapid progres s for superior pupils; (5) a consideration 
of many factors rather than only a few in deciding whether or 
not to promote children; (6) en expenditure of considerable 
effort in attempting to prevent failures." 
From the above evidence it ·would seem that Massachusetts junior high 
schools were follo~ng conwon practice by promoting pupils ru1nually • 
?8 
• 
• 
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Q.UESTION 7 
It seemed str@ge i ndeed to find t hat , while it is collllilon practice, 
only ninety-seven, or fifty- six percent of t he school s , do not pr omote 
by subject. Only sixty schools , or nearly thirty-six perc ent, promote 
their pupils by subject . Thi s i s onl y a very sli ght gai n over t he 1928 
Junior High School Survey by t he Massachus etts State Department of 
Education. They found that fifty percent of the junior high s chool s 
were promoting by sub j ect . At that time t he report s t a t ed tha t "pro-
motion by subject i s nov·r practically universal among high school s of 
the s t ate. There are strong reasons why the same procedure should be 
followed in t he j unior high school. " These sta teJPent s are bour ne out 
by many of the text s in t he junior high school field. y 
The authors of the "Reorganization of Secondary Education" f ound 
the typical junior high school employing "some f orm or promotion by 
subject. " y 
Foster found that: 
"Probably most authorities f avor a considerable degree 
of promotion by subject, even in the junior hi gh school, 
as a means of meeti ng the demand for adapt a tion t o individ-
ual differences. Some contend, however, t hat it i s too 
early in the pupil 's school cours e to permit the mleven-
ness of work which subject-promotion produces.n y 
In Koos, we fi nd that, " subject promotion is almost a s connnon a 
feature of the j unior high school as i s departmentilization." He 
Of/Spaulding, ]'ranees T.,Frederick, O.I. and Koos, Leonard V. op.cit. p .60 • 
g/Foster, Herb ert H. High School Administra ti on . New York: The Centur y 
Com~any, 1928. p. 194. 
1Vkoos, Leonard V. op. cit. pp . 364-365. 
• 
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quoted several s tudies in which this was "a well-neigh universal 
practice with junior high schools." To quote further we find: 
" 
"The justification of subject promotion is to be found not 
only in the f act that in the actual school situation pupils 
are given faili ng marks , sometimes in large proportions, 
but more because they often receive such marks in some sub-
jects of study while receiving passing marks in mo s t others." y 
Briggs says that: 
A means generally us ed to accomodate pupils who are uneven 
in their development is promotion by subject. This p r actice 
which is almost universally approved in theory, has in its 
application the obstacle of requiring a program that makes 
it possible for each pupil to be placed in the class where 
he should be." y 
86 
In his book "The Small Junior High School" Spaulding found that 
promotion by subject was a phase of junior high school administration 
which is seriously affected where there were but few teachers. In his 
words it "presents a definite problem in the small school ~nth a 
limited staff." As .. well, in school systems where admission to the 
senior high school is on a basis of the completion of junior high s chool 
work, promotion by subject is of doubtful value. y 
Seyfert in his study found that "there is a sub s tantial tendency 
for large schools to employ promotion by subject more often t han do 
smaller schools," but strange enough, he found thi s tendency was re-
1/Briggs, Thomas H. op. cit. p. 139. 
yspaulding, Frances T. The Small Junior High School. Harvard Studies 
in Education . Vol. IX. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927. 
p:p. 78-79 • 
:§/Seyfert, Warren C. op. cit. pp. 107-109. 
• 
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versed in the three year junior high schools. nAmong schools generally, 
promotion by subject in grade nine is accepted a s proper and practical; 
that it is equally proper in grades seven and eight is by no means un-
iversally conceded.n He says nthey too often retain many of t he a spects 
of the old elementary school organi zationn and thus are too nsuscepti-
ble to traditional procedure. n There is a possibility, he feels, that 
the larger three year schools have become somewhat uncertain of the de-
sirability of promotion by subject, due in all probability, to the in-
crease of homogenous grouping. He also make s the statement tha t, nThe 
more homogenous students are grouped the less likelihood that individual 
adjustment through subject promotion will need to be made.n 
Whatever the reasons may be, Mas sachusetts junior high school ad-
mini strations are reluctant to give up their common pr actice of annual 
promotion and accept the almo s t universal practice of promotion by 
subject • 
82 
Q,UESTION 8-9 
According to the Survey Reports there is only a small number of 
the larger membership juni or high schools that have any credit or 
• point basis for the promoti on of students to the r ating of second year 
pupils. Nearly seventy-three percent, or 122 schools, do not have 
such a credit or point system. A few schools, nearly ten percent, set 
the figure of fifteen credits a s a necessity for a pupil to become 
rated as a s econd year student . To s ecure rating a s a third year 
student, thi rteen schools, or seven and one-half percent, required 
seven credits and t welve schools, or nearly s even percent, required 
t wenty credits . Seventy-three percent, or 127 schools, did not pro-
mote pupils by credits or have such a r ating system. There se&us to 
be little conformity among Mas sachusetts junior high schools that have 
a credit or point system, rega r ding the number required for promotion 
to second or third year s tudents. 
Not until the completion of the junior high school cours e do the 
junior high schools even make much pretense at a credit system. Even 
then, some 104 schools, or sixty percent, do not have a credit system. 
However sixteen schools, or nine percent, require sixteen credits; and 
eleven schools, or six percent, require sixty credit s for completion 
of the junior high school course . The res t of the school s repor ting 
required a wide s ca ttering of credit s r anging from four to ninety point s. 
y' 
Touton and Struthers in t heir"Jtmior High School Procedure" feel 
• !/Touton, Frank Charles and Sxtuthers , Alice Ball op . cit. pp. 113-114. 
• 
• 
t.hat: 
"The evaluation of junior hi gh school work in terms of senior-
high-school credit i s a matter of much importance in the 
articulation of the t wo schools.----A minimum number of hi gh 
school credit s may be required, but wi th the extensi on of the 
6-3-3 plan the system of measuring work by number of credits 
is di sappearing from the ' junior hi gh school. The nu~ber of 
hours requi r ed depends upon t he program of sub jects i n the 
different s chools, the number of credit s earned i s still a 
debated ques tion. A high s tanda_rd , and yet one tha t can be 
reached, is to hold all gradua tes to the accumulation of o_-_ 
at least enough credit s , or other curriculum units, to enter 
the low tenth grade. " y 
Fo ster believes, i n r egard to credits in t he junior high school, 
tha t no exact figure s can be e s t abli shed. He offers as a reason t hat 
"the character of the work does not easily lend itself to measurement in 
terms of credit." 
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In spite of thi s , if the pupil is taking the college curriculum and 
plans to enter college with fifteen credi ts then it becomes evi dent, y 
according to Douglass, that the pupil in the ninth gr ade of the three year 
junior high school mus t then, be given three of tho s e credits in the ninth 
grade. This be say s has in some places been modified due to the pres ent 
~nllingness of some of the colleges to accept t welve credits or units of 
senior-high-school work. 
3/ 
Proctor and Riccardi believe "it i s not the tendency to give credits 
in the junior high school for work s completed i n the s eventh-and-ei ghth-
grade _subjects." Their schools report that a passing mark i s the basi s 
1/Foster, Herbert H. op. cit. p . 196 • 
2/Douglass, Aubrey. op . cit. p. 167. 
~Proctor William A. and Ricciardi, Nicholas . op. cit. p. 131. 
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" for promotion. They also give credits in ninth-grade subjects and hold 
the pupils responsible for acquiring enough of thes e credits to meet 
• 
the requirements for graduation or promotion to the high school. " The 
number of credits va17 with different schools and the standards set. 
It appears that Massachusetts junior hi gh schools are somewhat in 
accord with the practice recorded here • 
• 
./ 
• 
• 
8'5 
QUESTION 10-ll 
Seventy-eight schools, or forty-five percent , present a diploma; 
thirty-four, or nineteen percent award a certificate; thirteen schools 
or seven ru1d one-half percent, give both a diploma and a certificate; 
and forty-eight schools, or better than twenty-seven percent do not 
issue either. 
Massachusetts junior high schools still adhere to the practice of 
having a graduation. Nearly s ixty percent, or 103 schools, so re~orted. 
Sixty-five schools, or thirty-seven percent, answer that t hey have done 
away with a formal graduation and keep t heir exercises very informal or 
non-public, like an assembly or simple final get-together. y 
While the Massachusetts 1928 Junior High School Survey figures 
on diplomas and graduations are not comparable, due to the f ac t tha t this 
study is restricted to the three-year junior high schools only, it did 
have something to offer on the sub ject~ It raised the question of whether 
there is a place for formal graduation in the junior high school and then 
went on to say that: 
"This practice is in part probably a survival of the pract ice in 
a considerable number of places of having graduation a t the com-
pletion of the ninth grade. It is also in part, the result of 
the tendency to copy in the junior high school without much 
discrimination, practices which exi s t in the senior high school. " 
The report goes on to eiplain that one of the main reasons f or 
establishing junior high schools was to get rid of the break or gap be-
tween the grades and the senior high school. Thi s being so, t hen: 
1/Junior Hi gh School Survey, Commonwealth of Massachusetts , Bo s t on. 
Bulletin of the Department of Education, 1928. Number 5, Whole Numb er 
'195. pp. 21:~ 22. 
• 
• 
"A diploma and a formal graduation i n the junior hi gh 
school similar in form and elaboration to those usually 
found in bigh schools seems well calcula t ed to give some 
of the pupil s the i dea that they have completed their 
education, a t leas t a s much of it as s eems valuable and 
essential, and that the education, offered in the senior 
high school i s more or less superfluous . It i s probable 
that every argurnent which can be offered in f avor of a 
formal graduation at the end of the ninth grade can be 
offered for similar exercises at t he end of the sixth 
grade. The proper pl ace for graduation would seem to 
be a t t he end of the course offered by t he city or tovm 
t o its pupils. " 
The survey offers no obj ection t o a certificate being given to a 
pupil at the end of the junior high s chool. Thi s perhaps might be 
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accompanied by some simple exercises- provided t hey are held in the junior 
high school building and in school hours. Thi s much in the way of dis-
play is not objectionable if the junior high school i s to be considered 
a distinct unit of t he school system. It concludes by stati ng t hat 
"the desirability -and value of a fo rfual, elaborate and expensive gradua-
tion a t the close of the juni-or high school may be ques tioned. 
According to the survey Massachusetts junior hi gh s chool s , by-and-
large, have not as yet accepted thes e suggestions . They still adhere 
very closely to tradition for their con@on practice. 
]} 
On the other hand, as Briggs states, some of t he school s may feel 
that formal graduations from schools are not only an aid to retaining 
pupils in school up to the end of the cours e, but thes e facilit a te 
elimination before a nev'T course in a new school begins. Thi s works both 
ways; graduating exerc i s es woul d be good for tho s e pupils who are 
1/Briggs, Thoma s H. op. cit. pp. 115-116. 
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leaving school early for work and bad f or thoH'; ·. ::i ::) are uncert a i n about y 
continuing in school for advanced s tudy. Bri ggs also reports a study 
where it was disclosed that schools del i berately emphasi zed the com-
• pletion of their curricular by holding gr aduation exercises. But he y 
says later on in his book that "as a matter of f a ct ' graduat i on" from 
the junior hi gh school i s likely to receive less and les,s a ttent i on as 
pupil s are sent onward to hi gher work for which they are fitted." 
The idea of doing away 11Ji th formal graduat ions receives consider-
Y 
able support from many sources . Davis tb.:i:nks it un1;,i.se t o continue 
this practice now that most pupils completing the junior hi gh school 
course expect to continue their education . He feel s t fuat, "to perpe-
tuate it is to support the i dea that completion of the work of the ninth 
grade marks a na·t;ural stopping point in schooling . " The effect of such 
exerci s es is directly opposed t o the spirit that has produced the junior 
high school. Simple exerci s es might be given some recognition as he 
feels that youth loves cerffinonies and "properly organized graduation 
exercises are as likely to inspire pupils to go to the senior high school 
as to deter them from it. " 
if 
Touton and Struthers would present certific ~tes to tho s e pupil s 
who have applied themselves t o their capacity limit and yet have not com-
l/Ibid., p. 116. 
~/Ibid., p . 175. 
• 
~/Davis, Calvin Olin. op . cit. p. 350 • 
i/Touton, Frank Charles and Struthers, Ali ce Ball op; cit. p. 116. 
• 
• 
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11leted the work of the junior high school to the extent that they are 
awarded a diploma of gr~.duation t o enter senior high school. y 
Foster likes to think of gradua tion a s "a promotion not into 
something, but from a curriculum and the school. It means that t he 
pupil has secured; to an acceptable degree, the tra ining which the s chool 
i s designed to give." y 
Billett reports with favor the scheme of Lo s Angeles wher e: 
"A 'diploma of gr aduation' is awarded to pu:uils who are satis-
f actory in citizenship and have pa ssing marks; a 'certificate of 
promotion may be grac1ted pupils on t he completion of a junior 
high school cours e plru1ned for pupils not qualified to do the 
regular work of the junior hi gh school~ and a 'transfer to 
senior hi gh school' ntay be i ssued t o pupils f ailing to qualify 
for either the diploma or the certificate but vvho have passing 
marks. " 
From a check of t he different text s it would appear that there are 
various and sundry practices in the holding of gra duations and the awarding 
of diplomas and certificates • . There s eems to be no universal common prac-
tice but there does seem to be a tendency to get away from all formality 
or anything which seams to give the pupils or parents an idea of a s toppi ng 
place in education. Tradition dies hard and schools and paren t s seem reluc-
tant to give up this pr a ctice in the junior hi gh school but never-the-les s 
the trend of the times i s shown by the recommendation from the "The Regents' 
If 
Inquiry" for the St ate of New York by Spaulding when he advises "the 
Depart ment to abandon the i s suance of school diplomas and certificates. " 
1/Fos te;; Herbert H. op. cit. p. 195 • 
.§/Billett, Roy 0. op. cit • . pp. 470-471. 
yspaulding, Frances T., High School and Life. The Regent's Inquiry. 
New York: The McGra•N-Hill Book Company, 1938. p . 295. 
• 
• 
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QUESTION 12 
It would sema that Massachus etts junior high school a&nini strators 
look -vfl_ th considerable favor on the practice of sendi ng to the seni or 
high school, :9upils who have not completed the junior hi gh school course 
for one reason or another. Sixty-seven percent, or 116 schools, report 
that they follow t his practi ce under certain conditions as follows: 
t wenty-four schools sometimes promote pu11il s wi th certain f ailures but 
insist that such pupils make up their failures in high school, twent y-one 
school s sometimes send along over-age pupils, sixteen school s s end along 
what they choose to call " special cases." Other conditions li sted include, 
"on recommendation of the superintendent or principal", "on tri al", and 
"other reasons." 
Very few s chool s f ailed to reply. Fifty school s , or nearly t vzenty-
nine percent, do not follow t he practice of sending pupils to senior high 
school who have not completed the junior hi gh school course. y 
Davis reporting on "Junior High School Standards" upholds the 
stand of the Mas sachuset ts junior high school admini strators for he has 
this to say, 
"In special cases pupils may be promoted t o the s enior high 
school prior to the completion of t he junior high school 
course when it is evident that the bes t interes t s of t he 
pupil are thus served ." y 
Davis also reports a study which seeks to establish s t andards for 
junior high schools . Thi s i s the "doctrine" presented, 
1/Davis , Calvin Olin op . cit . p. 396 . 
~/Ibid., p. 402. 
• 
• 
"Any student shall be freely promoted in any single sub ject 
or to any grade at any time he is able to accomplish the 
work of that study or grade, vdthout regard to how much 
time he .has s pent on previous courses." 
1:1 
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Cox · thinks the junior hi gh school princ.ipal should be authorized 
to transfer to senior high school "earnest junior hi gh school J)upils who 
have reached their sixteenth birthday but whose scholarship did not 
warrant their formal promotion to the tenth grade. " This t ransfer should 
have the approval of both the junior and senior high school princi~al s 
and the v~itten consent of the pupil's parents or guardians. The pupil 
would t hen take a limited curricultun particularly strong in the less 
academic subjects. Thes e pupi ls could, after a year's trial, elect r e-
gular high school subjects "provided they had convinced the senior hi gh 
school teachers of their probable success. " y ' 
Briggs, speaking about the method of admi ssion to senior high 
school, finds that the junior high school demands "the right to do wha t 
is ·best" for its pupils without examination or limitati on . y 
According to ~outon and Struthers: 
"It is possible for over-age mentally retarded ~pupil to enter 
the senior high school with a special certificate if he has '" 
been interes ted and has applied hims elf to his capacity limit, 
or nearly so, and if the junior high school has no more pro-
fitiable contribution. It i s al so possible, through ad just-
ment courses, for the over-age educationally retarded pupil 
to enter high school. Pupils who have not completed satis-
f actori ly the entire course, but for whom a hold- over in the 
2Jcox, Philip W.L. "The Junior Hi gh School and its Curriculum." New 
York: Charles Scribner' s Sons, 19 29. p. 401 • 
:5/Briggs, Thoma s H. op . cit. p. 114. 
YTouton, Frank Charles and Struthers , Alice Ball op . cit. p . 116. 
• 
• 
junior high school would work a disadvantage, ov.ring to the 
lack of opportunity for advancement in the subjects already 
col)j.pl eted, are regularly transferred to hi gh school wi thou t 
diploma or certificate." y 
Douglass feels the same when he points out that it i s a point 
of view now entertained by a majority of those who have charge of 
administration to send along to the secondary schools such pupils who 
are in any respect so mature that they would derive more benefit by 
so doing. "The recommendations of the superintendent or former teacher 
or principal, general level of intelligence and individual needs a r e 
other important factors~ in deciding such promotions. 
From the authorities here quoted, again it seems that the results 
found from the Massachusetts Survey Re:ports stand well in comparison 
with reported practice in regard to sending pupils to the senior high 
school who have not completed the junior high school course • 
1/Douglass , Aubrey op. ci t. p. 166. 
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PART IV 
SUMMAB.Y 
By way of a sUilTillary we find that Massachusetts three-year junior 
high schools have reported their _practice in the field of _promotion and 
graduation on the twelve questi ons of the Survey Blanks as follows: 
l. · Graduates of elementary schools coming from other to1-\'D.S and cities 
are admi t ted to the junior high school without entrance examinations. 
2. The most widely used methods of providing for fast moving divi-
sions are by enrichment of the _program and ability grouping. 
3. Retarded _pupils are provided for by individual help, ability 
grouping, and special cla sses. 
4. If a pupil passes in some subjects and fails in others he is re-
quired to repeat the subjects in which he passes. Some of the 
answers here were qualified to meet local school systems. 
5. A _pupil failing in an elective subject is permitted to sub s titute 
some other subject for it. · Ab6ut one-sixth of the schools report 
they do not have electives . 
6. It is a definitely common _practic!:l to _promote _pupils annually in 
both the elementary and the junior high school. 
7. Promotion by subject is not the practice of better t han one-half 
of the schools. Only one-third of the schools promote by subject. 
8. Where pupils are promoted by credits or _points a few s chools re-
port that it is necessary to secure 15 credits for a r ating as a 
second year student. I t is almost a tie between 12 and 13 credits 
to secure a rating as a third year stud-ent. Better than seventy-
three percent of the school s report no credit bas e i s used in pro-
moting their pupils. 
9. The number of credits required for ~he completion of the junior 
high school cburse varied greatly. Only forty percent of the schools 
use the point system and they seem to favor 33 and 60 credits. 
10. The granting of a certificate or diploma for the completion of the 
junior hi gh school course is common practice. Some award one, some 
present the other, and a few schools give both. 
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11. Graduations are in corr®on favor by sixty percent of the 
schools although the trend is toward doing away •vi th formal 
graduations and the substituting of simple exercises. 
12. Administrators commonly practice the device of sending to 
senior high school certain pupils who have not completed the 
junior high school course. Reasons given are for over-age 
pupils, special cases, or where it seems best for the pupil. 
The results were checked against the opinion of a group of 
9!3 
authorities in regard to promotion and graduation practices and in every 
instance were found by-and-large to coincide 1Ni th educational practices 
in general. 
]} 
Langfitt in his book has gathered together ·what he chooses to 
call ~The Typical 3unior High School9 ~ He says that: 
"In studying present practice sur~ey workers are interes ted in 
the types of practice which have accompanied reorganization in 
the average school, and in the differences in organization be-
tween the reorganized school and corresponding grades in the 
conventional school.~ 
"The typical junior high school admits pupils on the under-
standing that they have completed the sixth-grade work. 
Occasionally over-age pupils are admitted on recomraendation 
of teachers. No systematic use is made of standardized 
intelligence or achievement tests as a basis of admission.~ 
~Promotion is annual and by subject. It usually depends upon 
a passing mark, the teacher's judgment of ability to do ad-
-vanced work, industry and application, and sometimes chrono-
logical age : ~ 
"Bright pupils receive no special attention. No opportunity 
classes are offered for slow or failed pupils. " 
"Provisions for meet ing individual needs include individual 
instruction techniques, so-called 'sociali zed' methods of 
teaching and the coaching of slow pupils." 
1/ Langfitt, R.Emerson, Cyr, Frank w., and Newson , N. William The 
Small High School at Work9 Boston: The American Book Company, 1936e 
pp. 605-606. 
• 
• 
WNo credi t i s given for out of school projects or studies." 
"Little attention is paid to a rticulations of the junior hi gh 
s chool and element ary school." 
"Promotion is by subject.~ 
"Articulation between junior and s enior high s chool is particu-
larly weak." 
Not under the heading of "The Typic al Junior High School", but y 
els ewhere in his book, the author has this to say of gr a duation: 
"The success of the graduation progr am depends upon the purpo s e 
which the school i s attempting to achieve. If it merely sig-
nifies the official closing of the school year or is us ed- a s 
the means of di s tributing diplomas to the graduates, the exer-
cises are a sheer wa ste of time. In many schools it i s usually 
a repetition of the same program from year to year. Often it 
is copied from that given in the hi gh school or college. Thi s 
i mitation has fostered the rise of :progr ams which a re t oo 
elaborate and erpensive and do not achieve t he real purpos e of 
gra duation exercises ." 
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In general the Massachusetts three-year junior hi gh s chools closely 
follow the t ypical or common :pr actice for junior high school s in the 
United State s . 
In the opini on of the writer, admin i st r ator s seeking to base t h e 
practice of their own school on the typical, n eed to be warned tha t t he 
danger lies in t he f act that too many junior hi gh schools a r e so clo sely 
bound to tradition and so cons erva tive that they do not warrant being 
used a s a criterion. The b est guides s eem to be corrunon or t ypical prac-
tice, sound educa tional philosophy, the trend of the t imes , and the needs 
of their particular school system • 
1/Langfitt, R.Emerson, Cyr, Frank W., and Nawson , N. William. op . cit. 
p. 445-446. 
• 
• 
P.ARTV 
CONCLUSION 
The preceding chapters of this study seek to analyze the pr ac-
tices of promotion and graduation which the three year junior high 
school s of Massachusetts have in common. These practices were then 
compared with what some of the writers in this field have to offer. 
It is the hope that this material will provide school adminis-
trators, and any others interested, with information by which they 
may be guided in determining possible future practices in their own 
sdhools, for the results presented are based on the actual official 
reports as submitted to the Supervisor of Secondary Education for the 
Commonwealth Department of Education for Massachusetts. 
The practices here reported are given in table form which are 
organized around membership groups in such numbers that make it possible 
for the user of the information to follow the practices reported 
according to the sfze of his o~m school. The greater part of the materi -
al that has been presented is applicable to junior high school s of all 
si zes. However, while this material does have interest for the admin-
i strator of both the large and small junior high school s and while it is 
indicative and is organized for purposes of comparison, the us er, in 
order to determine what practices are worthy of emulation , must decide 
for himself what constitutes good educational philosophy and the needs 
of his own school • 
From this study of the Massachusetts Department of Educa tion Survey 
Blanks one is led to the conclusion that the questions on "Promotion and 
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G~aduation" need to be carefully gone over ~Q th these things in mind: 
(l) to clarify some of the questions which are inclined to be vague, 
( 2) to revise or combine some questions and bring them up to date, 
and 
(3) to perhaps eliminate entirely some questions which might pro-
duce answers of doubtful .value. 
The confusion of some of the administrators in attempting t o ans:'ier certa in 
questions properly was evident in too many ins tances. To be able to answer 
or check a simple "Yes" or "No" to a direct question would save many of the 
qualifying ansvoers now necessary and at the same time provide greater 
objectivity to the answers • 
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City or To-vv-u 
Groun I 
Everett 
Somerville 
Lynn 
Boston 
Springfield 
Worcester 
Boston 
Somerville 
bpringfi eld 
Springfield 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Q,uincy 
Belmont 
Medford 
Boston 
. Fall River 
Lynn 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Newton 
Group 2 -
Lynn 
Boston 
Q,uincy 
Medford 
Malden 
Woburn 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Q,uincy 
Malden 
Dorchester 
Winthrop 
Lowell 
Medford 
LIS'r OF T01tJNS AND CITIES 
USED I N 'l'HIS STUDY 
Junior High School 
Pa-rHn 
Northeastern 
Eastern 
Barnes 
Forest Park 
Grafton Street 
Washingt on Irving 
Southern 
Chestnut Street 
Buckingham 
Mary E. Curley 
McKay 
Wilson 
Western 
North 
Belmont 
Roberts 
Ro gers 
Morton 
Cob bet 
Edwards 
Taft 
Lewis 
Weeks 
Breed 
Cleveland 
central 
Lincoln 
Beebe 
Woburn 
Robert Gould Shaw 
Edison 
Michelangelo 
South 
Lincoln 
Lewenberg 
Winthrop 
Bartlett 
Hobbs 
Membershi p 
1532 
1473 
1434 
1433 
1433 
1375 
1344 
131? 
1288 
1252 
1224 
1201 
1201 
1195 
1180 
1152 
. 1149 
1133 
1085 
1079 
1021 
1021 
1014 
1000 
998 
954 
945 
933 
929 
929 
924 
910 
896, 
886 
882 
880 
87? 
8'74 
864 
98 
99 
City or town Junior Hi gh School Membership 
Group 2 (cont.) 
Watertown West 863 
Waltham North 859 
• Lowell Morey 855 Nevrton VJarren 837 
Boston 0. W.Holmes 832 
West Springfield West Springfield 830 
Boston Blackstone 812 
b-pringfield Van Sickle 806 
G.rou iJ 3 
Leominster Leominster 772 
Watertmm East 764: 
Chicopee Center 752 
Arlington West 74'7 
Boston Roosevelt 733 
Natick Coolidge '725 
Greenfield Greenfield 724 
Worcester Providence Street 713 
Chelsea Williams 697 
Beverly Briscoe 688 
Norwood Norwood 682 
Plymouth Plymouth 679 
Chelsea Carter 645 
ftevvton Day 643 
Pit t sfield Central 636 
Malden Brmme 637 
Fitchburg BroV\1!1 630 
Q.uincy Q,uincy Poi!lt 626 
Needham Needham 623 
Arlington East 612 
Wellesley Phillips 611 
_Q-roun 4 
Reading Parker 594 
Chelsea Shurtleff 584 
Framingham Memorial 565 
Lexington Lexington 559 
Met huen Central 553 
thicopee Kirby 548 
\'!a l t ham South 545 
• 
Adams Plunkett 529 
Athol Athol 509 
Lowell Butler 503 
Northampt on Hawley 500 
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City: or tov.'D. J\mior High School Membership 
Group 4 (cont.) 
Framingham Lincoln 491 
• 
§pringfield Myrtle Street 486 
Andover Andover 485 
Pittsfield Plw..kett 478 
Stoneham Stoneham 4?1 
Whitinsville Northbridge 467 
Milton Central 457 
Boston Thompson 456 
Lynn Pickering 439 
Lowell Varnum 434 
Milford · Stacy 433 
Swampscott Hadley 431 
Revere Garfield 430 
Danvers Richmond 423 
Arlington Centre 422 
Winchester Winchester 420 
Brockton Paine 411 
Boston Winthrop 408 
Group 5 
Holyoke Lawrence 383 
Newton Bigelow '380 
~pringfield Central Street 374 
Holyoke Metcalf 370 
Bridgewater Bridgewater 367 
Pittsfield Tucker 365 
Milton Qunningbam 364 
Holyoke Highlands 359 
Chicopee Taylor 352 
Brockton :Russell 340 
Revere Central 334 
Mansfield Central 332 
Stoughton EdV>i .n A. Jones 293 
Brockton Huntington 287 
IpSI'Ji.Ch Winthrop 283 
Middleborough Bates 283 
Pittsfield Pomeroy 281 
Franklin Theron Metcalf 269 
Longmeadow Longmeadow 267 
Brockton Winthrop .266 
Amherst Amherst 252 
• 
Holyoke Morgan 245 
Pittsfield Qrane 238 
Brockton Howard 237 
East hainpton Center and Iv'laple St. 232 
Hingham Lincoln 232 

J:02 
City or tovm . Junior Hi gh School Membership 
Gro p 7 (cont.) 
Lincoln Lincoln 69 
• 
Sturbridge Sturbridge 59 
West Newbury Wes t Newbury 59 
Yarmouth Yarmouth 55 
Littleton Littleton 53 
East Brookfield Lashaway 49 
Wenham Wenham 48 
Saugus Central 47 
Princeton Princeton 44 
Bolton Houghton 21 
• 
• 
• 
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